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ANTA FE NEW MEXISAI
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NO. 197

SANTA FE, NEW MEXieO, MONDA Y, SEPTEMBER 30, 1912.
DO YOU REMEMBER?

ARMY OF GEOGRAPHERS

YOUR FIRST

"STAND-UP-

"

COLLAR

AND HOW VERY

RULE OF PEOPLE IS

LARGE IT FELT.

NOW ON TRIAL BEFORE

ARMED WITH CAMERAS

ARRIVE

IN SPECIAL TRAIN

OF PICTURE
OF SANTA

AT

BRINGING

8.48 THIS MORNING,

MACHINES, INCLUDING

A "MOVIE"

TO TAKE

SENATOR

BATTERY

600

n

1

g

THEY LEAVE AT 7 P. M.
The visitors will leave Santa Fe on their special train at 7 o'clock
.ininn and not at 5 o'clock as was originally planned. Before
they leave they expect to carry with them 600 to 700 pictures of Santa
Fe and environs. Every one is invited, therefore, "to look pleasant."
3$

d

U;sli-bande-

was

leg-gea-

It is a safe bet there was not a man
in the party who did not have some
around his
kind of trouser-holde- r
calves or ankles. Some of the travelers wore the American or English
pig skin puttee; others had puttees of
cloth and still others the leg wraps
of dark brown or pearl gray. But
the most, interesting arrangement
was that of a Cincinnati professor
who had just come back from the
Alp district and wore his little Alpine
climbers which' were about ten inches
High and were buckled around the ankle. "Easy to carry in my grip," he
said, by way of explanation.

MUCH

BAGGAGE.

It was a Roman general who often
referred to the "impedimentum" or
baggage which impeded the advance
of his troops, and the word seems
well applied to the variety of luggage
seen in the hands of the savants who
arrived this morning. The camera,
of course, predominated but it was
not the affair of ounces tourists usually carry in their pockets or on one
The cameras suggested rathfinger.
er those of the expert photographer
and with them were immense tripods,
which would have withstood a Kansas cyclone.
"There are 65 or 70 members in
this party and every one takes about
10 pictures a day," said one of the
scientists.
The prize for luggage, however,
must be awarded to a representative
from Russia, Prof. Wladimir Dubian-sky- ,
who has won fame as an explorer. He is from St. Petersburg where
he. is conservator of the imperial botanical gardens. He wore a deep
Norfolk coat with
green close-fittinknickerbockers and gray stockings.
He carried a large camera, a tripod
of imposing stature, a leather writing
desk, maps which he scanned often
and intently and some kind of a little
spade. It is but proper to remark
that as he took his place in one of
the automobiles he had trouble to
take his luggage with him.
"Dubiansky is the greatest student
of our party," said one of the scientists, "and he is a great man to collect
plants, living plants."
A TELESCOPIC CAMERA.
Professor Emil Shaix, of the University of Geneva, also presented a
formidable appearance with a large
valise which he held with the tenacity
of a great actress toward her jewel
case. "No diamonds in it," replied the
Swiss savant to a question; "it is my
telescopic camera!"
"Are you then an astronomer?" was
asked.
"No, but I take pictures of rocks
and things of interest when I can not
get close to them. C'est !bein interes-sant,- "
he replied with a twinkle in his
Then he pointed out another
eye.
traveler and said: "Ask him about
his camera. It beats mine!"
Ecco, II Conte!
And the person he referred to ah,
'twas the Beau Brummel of the party
no less a personage than the Right

Honorable Count Calciati (pronounced
Calchawti), who sat In Dr. J. M. Diaz's
fine new car. The count has large,
clear, blue eyes, a perfect complexion
and a Kaiser
Wilhelm "coaring"
mustache. He hails from the classic
burg of Piacenza, 92 miles northwest
of Bologna.
Asked about his camera, the count
admitted that it is a moving picture
machine and he expects to put it to
work this evening when the Indians
dance in front of the Old Palace.
The count speaks English pretty
well and has all the graces of the polished Italian nobleman. Is he married?
Qui lo sa!
One thing is certain the geographers are prepared to brave any number
of clouds of dust. Nearly every one
wore a duster some of these dusters
were white, others gray, and others
yellow.
HOW ABOUT DRINKING WATER?
Like all good travelers, the geo-

graphers asked about the drinking
water provisions, before they would
get into their ' autos. Sightseeing
makes one thirsty, they declared. And
so does the dust. The visitors were
assured they would be given plenty of
As regards food,
drinking water.
their luncheon was put up in packages
so they would not have to return at
r.oon to their dining car.
"Va bene," said the Italians, at this
news. "Bien!" chirped the French.
"Ganz gut," exclaimed the Berliners.
"That's line," said a chap from New
(Continued on Page Five.)

ON FOREIGN

With the largest attendance in its
story, the Twentieth Convention of
the National Irrigation Congress was
opened today in the city of its birth.
elaborate musical program,
dresses of welcome and the response
Senator Francis G. Newlands, pres-ident of the congress, were the features of the morning session at the
Tabernacle, which was crowded to its
capacity.
Miss Lucile M. Francke, queen of
the congress, opened the congress by
royal proclamation following the eing-irof "The Star Spangled Banner,"
amid the waving of thousands of small
American flags.
George A. Snow, chairman of the!
Utah Board of Control, Governor
Spry, and Mayor Samuel C. Park, extended a welcome on behalf of Utah
organizations, the state and the city.
General Marshall, personal representative of President Taft, delivered
a message from the president. He said
!the president had a deep interest in
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clean-shave-

OF OUR GREAT

FOR DEVELOPMENT

HEAVY TOLLS

OUR FRIENDS, THE GEOGRAPHERS.
"Santa Fe today welcomes the members of the American Geographical Society of New York, with their forty guests geographers and
transexplorers of note from far across the seas. The object of this of
the
continental excursion is to celebrate the 60th anniversary
new
the
of
and
the
of
the
occupation
society
geographical
founding
building in New York which has been presented to it. And
to
geographers of the metropolis see another object an impetus given
professors of geography abroad to talk learnedly and kindly of these
United States when they address their students In the great universities of the world."
(Statement of one of the American geographers).

eye-glass-

IRRIGATION

CONFRONTING

CONGRESS
THIS

MAKES

GOVERNMENT

RESOURCES

HE OPPOSES ANY ATTEMPT TO IMPOSE

STRIKING CHARACTERISTICS

MANY HAVE BEARDS.

NATIONAL

ON SITUATION

ADDRESS

AND PLEADS

BEARDS AND PUTTEES ARE

But more striking was the gathering of passengers men from many
lands, talking, however, mostly the
world's language English or American, as you choose to call it..
First of all, the faces were disin appearance.
"savant"
tinctly
There was the flowing beard, the
and the low collar.
thick
There was scarcely a
face in the group not that the savants had neglected to take their safety razors along, but because they did
not shave at all.
That portion of facial appearance
not covered by whiskers was covered
with tan the healthy color indicative of the outdoor life.
And what a variety of headgear!
At no millinery display of the sex
could there have been trwiter variety.
There was the Tyrolese hat of the
Swiss professors; the peculiarly
the
affair of the English;
"chic" little "chapeau" of the Parisian, and the stylish fedora of the
Italian. Some of the ribbons on the
hats suggested the collgs student.
But more varied thau head-gea- r

BEFORE

NEWLANDS

FORCEFUL

PHOTOS

FE, ENVIRONS, AND THE INDIAN DANCE

"Can you show us a cliff dweller?"
That was the first question asked
by the first geographer who stepped
from the special train of seven coaches which arrived here from Colorado
at 8:48 o'clock this morning, bringing
their forty guests savants from IS
of the greatest universities of Europe,
t the excursion of .the American Geographical Society of New York and
who are in turn the guests today of
Santa Fe.
It was a question which showed
plainly that the eyes of the inquiring
world are turned toward Santa Fe as
the unique city which has around it
ruins so ancient that well has the
question been asked, "Why go to
Egypt before seeing Santa Fe."
There was a look of disappointment when the news was broken to a
group of eager geographers that the
cliff dwellings are some miles away
that the roads in New Mexico have
not yet been macadamized that the
awakening to the tourists' interests Is
just now the subject of agitation here
but that undoubtedly the day is not
far distant when Santa Fe will be
able to take visitors to the cliff dwellings and back in a few hours.
"But we have Indians and an Indian pueblo to show you and a dance,
.a real Indian dance, for the afternoon," the visitors were informed.
Tne geographers were satisfied and
said "Hurrah" "in a Babel of tongues.
Dr. Edgar L. Hewett, representing
the School of American, Archaeology,
was the first to greet the geographers
headed by Prof. William Morris Da
vis, of Harvard University.
"We have had a splendid trip, so
far, and judging from your skies, this
is going to be an ideal day," said Professor Davis. "Fair weather is of intense interest to our party in which
there are so many who take pictures."
Prof. Davis then asked Dr. Hewett
to say a few words to the party, outlining the day's entertainment.
of the
Soon the din of "chug-chug- "
automobiles gatnering at the depot
announced that those in charge of the
geographers' transportation to the Indian village were answering the call
to "arms." It was an Imposing array of cars, of all colors and makes.

OF WORLD

BALANCE

CITY'S GUESTS TODAY

OWNED SHIPS

nient. Thus compensation can be se-cured for water and power rights
which will tend to diminish the cost
of the control of the rivers for naviga-Aand at the same time we shall
have an equal and proportionate de-b- y
yelopment not only of navigation, but
of cultivation and power upon which
in a large degree the prosperity of
tlie country depends.
"This policy does not mean the
abandonment of the levee protection
and channel work heretofore pursued
in the navigable portions of our
rivers. The policy is supplemental in
Its character and is intended to make
tnnro rnmnlete thp work nf flood tro- tectlon which tUu8 far haB been insut.
fW'iently developed. The great Mis-- ;
slssippi flood accentuated this move-- i
merit and demonstrated the import- ance of diminishing the flood crest by
holding back the flood waters above.
All the national parties have joined in
this movement. Public sentiment is
n

as in hearty sympathy with any ac. legislation the seventeen and and
with
states will
iticn the congress might see fit to take eeml-arl.uississippi vauey unu me vauey
on behalf of the farmer.
r tne Atlantic ana Pacinc coasts in
... .
nc luiiuwiiiy message from Gov.
bethe highest
urging
was
read
Wilson
by
ernor Woodrow
tween
of
the
scientific
services
the
Senator Newlands:
government
any relation to
iini.
r . AwMMano n 4h Natinnal r. water and thehaving
of
highest
r gat on Congress my hearty approval! the nation with the states
the
full
in
of the policy it is met to promote
ercise of their power and
and especially of the policy of the
u'l0rl "lis subject. Team-wor"
bank and levee
' required and with an expendi-abov- e
waters
flood
of
tection by storage
of
fifty million dollars annually in
water
for Irrigation and
power,:
i
the river work hither-blessin- g
turning floods from a menace into a- supplementing
pursued we will have accomplished
and at the same time abunda system of river regulation that will
ant feeding navigable streams."
Salt Lake City, Sept. 30. In the be the admiration of the scientific and
Washington. D. C.J. Sept. 30. The cure the confidence of those from
renewal of the whom the contributions may be
building of the Panama canal and the commercial world.
senate
"The capacity of democracy for
cam
residential
carrying of vast irrigation projects,
pected.
investigation of
The letter fronv President Roose
the efficiency of a democratic form of construction woris to be tested. Our
paign contributions today marked the
government ai a constructive1 force in ability to maintain a collective! effort"
heHnninir nf hearings that were ex velt, dated the same, "also urged him
to
the
take
the world is on trial, according to embracing both public and private
of
the
place.
to
leading
bring many
pected
Senator Francis G. Newlands, who as uses with a fair apportionment of
tinder the examination by Senator
financiers, politicians and candidates
spoke today before the Na- costs between such uses is to be testto the witness stand during the next Paynter, the witness said that his
THEIR
OWN president
HOLDING
ed. On the one hand we wish to avoid
tional Irrigation congress.
two months. Colonel Theodore Roose- father had told him he allowed the MINERS
At the outset Senator Newlands the weakness of a stern individualism
velt and J. Pierpont Morgan were books of the treasurer's office, of the
COPPER OPERATORS
AGAINST
scheduled to step into the spotlight republican national committee to be
said he opposed any attempt to im- which daily increases the strength of
HAVE
AND NO STRIKE BREAKERS
later this week, the financial appar-in- destroyed because he, the elder Bliss,
pose .heavy tolls on foreign ships for the strong and diminishes the eftheir use of the Panama canal. "It ficiency of the weak, and at the same
Thursday and Colonel Roosevelt believed the records useless.
YET ARRIVED
The witness couldn't remember havis desirable that this great national time we wish to avoid the dangers of
on Friday. Cornelius N. Bliss, Jr.,
son of the treasurer of the republican ing talked with his father about the
public ultility should in the end be socialism which seeks to make collecOil
was
the
Standard
1904,
in
much
discussed
$100,000
committee
"and that tive society the source of all efforts
he
campaign
Bingham, Utah, Sept. 30. Neither the tolls should cover said,
and of all reward."
administration
first witness. He said he was an exe- contribution.
rethe
of
a confirmation or a denial
the
for
create
fund
a
cutor of his father's estate and had
and
by
A vigorous
sinking
that operations are to be resumed bonds. So far as our coastwise trade
sole custody of his father's papers.
Senator Pomerene failed to shake his port
Yampa
at the United 'States and
con"Have you found any papers bear- statement. Mr. Bliss then was ex- mines
on October 1st, could be ob- is concerned, the canal should be
handled
funds
by
New
waterour
of
inland
a
sidered
cused and William H. Libby, of
ing on the campaign
part
this
morning.
tained in Bingham
which it has been cusyour father?" asked Chairman Clapp.re- York, foreign representative of the
J. S. Bernard, of the ways, upon
Superintendent
in.
sworn
Mr. Bliss placed in evidence a
was
the large exOil
company,
notwithstanding
tomary,
Standard
decompany,
Un'ted States
of the government in tha
Chairman Clapp asked Mr. Libby if clared that he Mining
penditures
port from the auditor who examined
whatknew
his father's accounts when he resign- he" had anything to do with advising ever of the intentions ofnothing
his company interest of navigation, to impose no
or burthens, but the loss
ed as treasurer of the republican com- the company about legislative affairs.
statement
no
regard- restrictions
make
and
could
mittee. He said the records did not
to tariff matters, when it ing the matter. He said that he had occasioned by such remission should
as
"Only
by John D. was threatened to exempt the Standshow any contribution
received no word from Manager C. be frankly imposed upon the federal
Archbold or the Standard Oil com- ard Oil company from the protective K.
Allen. D. F. Shehan, manager of treasury and not upon ships engaged
in foreign trade.
pany.
Mr. Libby.
the
tariff,"
replied
Yampa-- Mining company, went to
Mr. Bliss was asked to read his
"Foreign countries could justly ob- predid not see any members of con Salt Lake City this morning,
"I
father's letter of resignation to Harry gress on the tariff matters?" asked sumably to meet other mine opera ject to the imposition of the entire
TROUBLE
IN
S. New, which also had been placed
cost of administration and bond re- FALL SAYS ENTIRE
tors.
Senator Pomerene.
in evidence.
REPUBLIC
SOUTHERN
Yanco Terzlch, member of the legis- demption upon foreign Bhips; they
Mr. Libby could not remember what
ARISES
Thp letter set forth that the late Mr.
of the Western Federa- cannot object to the payment of their
talked
lie
had
board
with,
officials
lative
public
the
confidential
Bliss had held as
their
determined
OF
FROM
ATTEMPTS
SOCIALISTS
by
proper
proportion,
disthat
tion of Miners, said this morning
that probably he had
names of contributors and the amount but thoughtwith
President Taft and of- from reports it looked like a system relative tonnage."
it
TO DOMINATE
nf their contributions in the "last four cussed
"The curbing of the Mississippi
He atic strike would be declared at Ely,
ficials of the state department.
river floods, and the generation of
political campaigns In which I have said he would produce any letters Nevada, tomorrow.
wa-anted as treasurer.
in that connection if he could
The situation in Bingham shows no great power from the conserved
The letter added that the republican written
ters are both prospective fruits of the INDUSTRIAL WORKERS
is
It
the
at
least,
find
them.
change. Outwardly,
committee's recepits In 1900 had been
de- irrigation projects," Senator Newlands
"Did any of these letters concern quietest day since the strike was
"a trifle below $3,000,000; in 1896,
said. He declared the storage of wa-- l
OF WORLD CENSURED
clared.
Senaasked
contributions?"
The campaign
and in 1892, $1,600,000.
ter for power would reduce the costj
business
L.
A.
of
Of
Wilde,
the
trip
witness said he had discovered three tor Pomerene.
of storage of water for irrigation.
representative of the Associated Un"No."
other letters of a personal and more
"Outside of the great basin all the
El Paso, Texas, Sept. 30. Senator
Nevada
to
This concluded i.Ir. Libby's testi- ion of Steam Shovel Men,
or less intimate nature, unese ne
waters in the arid region are tribu-- j A. B. Fall denied today that he and
he
that
said:
Mr.
Terzich
yesterday,
hnnrtpH to Chairman Clapp. One was mony.
knew nothing further than what had taries to great navigable streams and Senator William Alden Smith, of thoe
It was announced that Ormsby
from President Roosevelt; one from
there the national power regarding special senate committee investigat-thbeen published in the newspapers.
William H. Taft, as secretary of war.
testimony had been postponed
storage and the utilization of wa-- i ing conditions in Mexico, had decided
8.
the
read
until Tuesday, October
The committee members
ter rests not merely upon the owner- - to recommend intervention. He added
STORY.
SAME
THE
comChairman Clapp said: "The
letters privately.
ship of the public domain, but upon that no preliminary report had or
the
nation's control of navigation and would be made until the conclusion
Later the contents of two of the let- mittee was not ready for J.him."
N
Chicago. Sept. 30. Mrs. Virginia
It was announced that G. Cannon,
of navigable streams under the interJof the investigation. Senator Smith
ters become known. That from Secwas
a
divorce
Judge
by
granted
Tracy
bank
Fourth National
retary Taft, written May 6, 1904, urged president of thewould be summoned. It Dever from Royal D. Tracy, an actor, state commerce power," he said. is in California and Senator Fall here
n,llk
the late Mr. Bliss to, take the chair- of New York,
nu "The development of such navigable continuing the probe.
made the audit of the ac Decause oi nis auegeu usuuiai.iuii
Senator Fall declared today that the
manship, saying President Roosevelt was said he
woman while he was appear- rivers with their source streams necanother
N.
Cornelius
Bliss,
was "most anxious" for it, and adding counts of the elder
month. essarily involves the treatment of committee investigations on the Palast
a
theater
at
downtown
ing
that as chairman, Mr. Bliss would "se presented to the committee today.
Mrs. Tracy said she left her hus- each river and its tributaries as a unit cific coast resulted In securing evisocialist eleband because he could not support from source to mouth and the com- dence that the
is said to earn $85 plete control of their waters in such a ment was attempting to unseat Presihe
her,
!
although
New
of
democrats
the
I am sure that
a week while employed.
They have way as lo maintain an equal flow for dent Madero after assisting in. cxi!!n
NO BOSSES IN
York will not differ from democrats one child, .
navigation. This Involves the lower- Diaz, and that a plan was
elsewhere when they have a chance to
HIS CONUENTION
ing of the flood flow and the raising to set up a socialist government in
themselves.
CONVICT ESCAPES FROM GUARD. of the ebb flow so as to secure a stand- - Mexico. He declared that some evi-ar- d
SAYS MR. BRYAN express
In the face of hotel corridor gosflow suitable for navigation. Such dence showed that certain labor and
Governor John A. Dix
that
30. While be- control therefore,
sip
today
Wis.,
Sept.
Prentice,
necessarily involves political elements in the United States
Wheatland, Wyo., Sept. .30. Mr.' would be eliminated as a candidate ing taken to Rhlnelander to serve as not
as heretofore bank and levee were assisting, secretly, the Mexican
only
demoa witness in a case, George Labisure,
in the lower reaches of socialists to this end.
Bryan says on the Syracuse report: for renomlnation before the
which will a convict serving a year's sentence in protection
each river with a view to maintaining
"I do not understand the telegram. cratic state convention
"The Industrial Workers of the
the governor
meet here tomorrow,
state penitentiary for burglar', es- a fixed channel of suitable depth, but World
and the Western Federation of
The convention meets tomorrow and sent this message to his supporters the
Charles
caped today from the guard,
also the control of the flood waters Miners were mentioned in the evi- I could not go there if I wanted to here:
Clover, while waiting in a hotel lobby above in the tributaries and source
dence," declared Senator Fall.
and I have not received, or expect
"I have no intention of withdraw- for the train. The convict made a streams In such a
way as to mitigate
Austin, Texas, Sept. 30. Governor
an invitation to go. I have expressed ing either for my enemies or my dash and the guard feared to shoot the destructive
of the floods Colquitt has withdrawn permission
yiolence
I
as
there
situation
name
on
the
be
will
friends.
presented lest he injure bystanders.
My
myself
to prevent their devastating flow to for Mexican federal troops to march
see it. I am opposed to a boss ridden to the convention and that is all I
the ocean and to hold the waters in from Marathon, Texas, to another
am
convention there as I
everywhere care to say."
ALLEGED .WIFE SLAYER CAUGHT.
suspense in the protected forests, in point on the border over Texas soil.
Charles F. Murphy, the Tammany
else and am anxious that the platform
Oskaloosa, Okla., Sept. 30. Peter the
depths of cultivated fields and in He announced today he did not care
shall be In harmony with national leader, made a remark today which Wilson, sought In connection with
artificial
reservoirs in such a way that to take the risk.'
convenadd
ticket
shall
mean
the
was
and
to
was
that
taken
that the
the murder of his wife,
captured
platform
The governor sent this message
I tion would be open and that the dele- bullet wound in the breast which they will supplement the ebb flow of
strength to the national ticket.
which the river In time of drouth and mean- to the secretary of state at WaBhing- hope it will not be long before they gates might work out the nominatiou bullet wound m tn ebreast
while be used for beneficial purposes
have a primary system In New York
may prove fatal. The police think
(Continued on page eight).
in Irrigation and water power develop- was
Continued m Pay Four.
wound
that will make boss rule impossible.
the
!v
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PAGE TWO

AND

" Soltaire " floods.

REMEMBER

NDIGESTION

Cures
In
Five
Gassp Stomachs
Minutes,

'Tape's Diapepsin"

I

THE

CO.

GROCERY

WHOLESALE

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and 5alt.

;

15.
1C

LEO HERSCH

45

GOOD WORDS FOR

READ'S HISTORV
Dawson Coal

PORTLAND CEMENT

Blola

Sawed

Wood

From Los Angeles Times, Sept.

27,

1912.

NEW MEXICO'S BOOK.
A book which costs $10 the copy

R. J. CRICHTON

Lumber and Coal Yard
All Kinds of Building Materials.

Screen Doors, Red and White Cedar Fence Posts
JJJ Hickox Street, Near

Vard

Union Depot.

Phone, Red 100

Phone, Red 100

Phone, Red 100

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

oal

JKffssgaiiE

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERRILLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL,

Wood

FACTORY WOOD

SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD

ALL SIZES.

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.

may either protect the author from
the public or the public from the au?

ADMINISJ

n

,

RETAIL

AND

OF THEODORE
THIS

Railroad Act.
Extension of Forest Reserve.
National Irrigation Act.
Improvement of waterways and
reservation of waterpower sites.
Employers' Liability Act.
Safety Appliance Act.
Regulation of railroad employees'
hours of labor.
Establishment of Department of
Commerce and Labor. Pure Food and Drugs Act.
Federal meat inspection.
Navy doubled in tonnage and
greatly increased in efficiency.
"Battleship fleet sent around the
world.
State militia brought into coordination with army.
Canal zone acquired and work of
excavation pushed with increased energy.
Development of civil
in insular possessions.
Second intervention in Cuba;
Cuba restored to the Cubans.
Santo Domingo
of
Finances
rtraighteried out.
Alaska boundary dispute settled.
Reorganization of the consular
service.
Settlement of the coal strike of
Dolliver-Hepbur-

S.

DURING

AS PRESIDENT

TRATION

5.
6.
7.

OF

ACHIEVMENTS

ADMINISTRATION

ROOSEVELT

Always the Leader

Time it! In five minutes all stomach distress will go. No indigestion,
sourness or belching of
heartburn,
gas, acid, or eructations of undigested
foul
food, no dizziness, bloating,
breath or headache.
Pape's Diapepsin is noted for its
speed in regulating upset stomachs.
It is the surest, quickest and most certain remedy in the whole world and
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
besides
it is harmless.
ALL CASH PURCHASES. WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS
Millions of men and women now eat
their favorite fooda without fear
they know now it is needless to have
a bad stomach.
Please, for your sake, get a large
fifty-cen- t
case of Pape's Diapepsin
from any drug store and put your
stomach right. Don't keep on being
miserable life is too short you are
not here long, so make your stay
agreeable. Eat what you like and digest it; enjoy it, without dread of reSole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
bellion in the stomach.
Diapepsin belongs in your home
ALFaLFa SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages
anyway. It should be kept handy,
should, one of the family eat someThe only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
thing which doesn't agree with them
or in case of an attack of indigestion,
dyspepsia, gastritis or stomach de
at daytime or during the
Phone Black
Phone Black rangement
night it is there to give the quickest,
45
surest relief known.

ITER

1902.

The government upheld in Northern Securities decision.
Conviction of postoffice grafters
and public land thieves.
of the
Directed investigation
Sugar Trust customs frauds,
and the resultant prosecutions.
24. Suits begun against the Standard
Oil and Tobacco companies and
other corporations for violation
Act.
of the Sherman Anti-TruCorporations forbidden to contribute to political campaign
funds.
2G
Keeping the door of China open
to American commerce.
27,
Bringing about the settlement of
war by the
the
Treaty of Portsmouth.
2S,
Avoiding the pitfalls created by
Pacific coast prejudice against
Japanese immigration.
29, Negotiating twenty-fou- r
treaties
of general arbitration.
Reduction of the interest bearing
debt by more than $90,000,000.
SI. Inauguration of movement
for
conservation of natural resources.
32
Inauguration of the annual con
ferences of governors of states.
Inauguration of movement for improvement o& conditions of
.
country life.
BY
POLICIES RECOMMENDED
PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT.
Reform of the banking and currency system.
Inheritance tax.
Income tax.
Passage of new employers' liability act to meet objections
raised by supreme court.
Postal savings bank,
Parcel post.
Revision of Sherman anti-trus- t
act.
Legislation to prevent overcapitalization, stock watering, etc.,
of Common carriers.
9. Legislation compelling incorporation under federal laws of corporations engaged in interstate
commerce.

thor, and no book should be published
for either purpose. A history above
all printed works is of the people, for
the people, and ought to be given to
the people. It is lamentable, therefore, that a book of authority and
charm should be limited to an edition
of 500 copies and sold at an extrava
gant price. Such is the case with
the remarkable "History of New
Mexico,'' written by Benjamin M.
Read in the Spanish, translated into
English under the direction of the author by Eleuterio Baca of Las Vegas
and printed by the New Mexican
Printing Company of Santa Fe. It
will be noted that the writer would
appear to be Spanish with an English
name, while the man who gives us the
delightful English translation is himself of Spanish extraction. Mr. Read
had exceptional qualifications for his
difficult, yet pleasant, task ift becoming the historian of New Mexico, and
the result of his years of research un
der the rare advantages he possessed
is the production of a volume of so
much worth that the demand for a
large and cheap edition must certain
ly be answered in the near future.
While it might be regarded as too difficult for younger school children, it is
undoubtedly of a character to make
it at once a romantic and a profoundtext-booly instructive
for high
school and normal school students in
that state.
It is likely that no one of the Unit
ed States offers so much of fact and
speculation for historical material as
New Mexico with its rich mythological hypothesis, its intimate relation
to the early conquests, its close link
to the discovery of the western hemisphere and its boast of a capital
which is indisputably the second old- LABOR MEN ARE
est city in America. By reason of
TO FACE TRAIL
its first language and first religion
the earlier records of the state natuFOR CONSPIRACY
rally were sacredly guarded by the
Spanish fathers. To these, as far as
Indianapolis, Ind., Sept. 30. Chargthey exist, Mr. Read had access as
preceptor of the college of the Chris- ed with complicity in the
fifty-on- e
conspiracy"
tian Brothers of Santa Fe as long "dynamiting
ago as 187C. Bringing to bear upon men, present or former officials of
his long years of study a great love labor unions, are to appear for trial
for his task, as well as a keen and re- before Judge Albert B. Anderson and
freshing frankness and appreciation of a jury in the federal court of this
truth, the author added to his natural district on October 1.
Indicted under a federal statute
qualifications a complete knowledge
of all other efforts to enshrine the forbidding the transportation of exinteresting history of his state in plosives on passenger trains, the dewords. His work, therefore, bears the fendants are alleged to have been
stamp of that authority which lies in concerned in a nation wide plot to
truth.
destroy the property of contractors
If it needed any further recommen- employing
Ironworkers, culdation than its opening salutation. minating in the explosion in the Los
wherein the author in a ' single para- Angeles Times building, which cost
lives.
graph makes a remarkable summary twenty-on- e
of what the history includes, that
Fifty-fou- r
were indicted by the
commendation would lie in the hearty grand jury in its report of February
approval of former Governor L. Brad- 6 last, but of this number John J. and
ford Prince, the president of the New James B. McNamara are in San Quen-ti- n
Mexico Historical Society. This genprison, California, and J. J.
tle and learned dean of New Mexican
a former member of the execuletters has devoted the mature years tive board of the International as
of a long and honorable life toward sociation of Bridge and 'Structural
kindred research, and his sincere ap- Ironworkers has not been found by
preciation and approval of Mr. Read's the federal authorities.
work gives it the immediate stamp
Most of the
are or have
of high value. The present archbish- been connecteddefendants
with the ironwork-- 1
has
Fe
of
Santa
likewise
op
been ers'
association, which, since 1905,
pleased to comment with favor upon has been
engaged in a struggle with
the sober judgment and good con- the National
Erectors' Association,
science of the work and to speak of
monument
as
a
more
durit
splendid
HOW'S THIS?
able than granite, shafts. It is very
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reevident, therefore, that the new state ward for any case of Catarrh that
is fortunate to begin its fresh era
be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
with such a work as the foundation
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
of the fair record it is yet to achieve.
have known
We, the
While space could not permit more P'. J. Chenevundersigned,
fnr fho last IS vpara and
than a general comment on a work i,p1Ipv him norfootiv
,n
of this character,! extending over 800 hllsineKa trsnsuirHn,,.
an
wwuu HUW
oelightful pages, we cannot refrain able to carry out any obligations
from expressing our appreciation of made by his firm.
the illuminating and delightful chap- NATIONAL
BANK OF COMMERCE,
ters on the Aztecs and their empire,
Toledo, O.
as well as the origin and civilization
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken intern-- !
of other indigenous races.
ally, acting directly upon the blood!
and mucous surfaces, of the system.!
The Black Sheep, by Biograph, at Testimonials
sent free. Price 75
the Elks tonight.
cents per bottle. Sold by all DrugA Want Ad. In the New Mexican gists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
sees more people in one day than you
can see in a month. Try one.
Russo-Japane-

!.

.
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THE STAR BARN
Successor to

k

MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
FIRST-CLAS-

Also

First-Clas-

LIVERY RIGS.

S

Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons

s

J. R. CREATH,

Phone Main IJ9

310 San

Fracisco St,

SANTA FE, N. M.

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

WOODY S STAGE LINE
From

La Salle Restaurant

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North
South
Bounds Trains.

CHAS. QANN, Prop.
Telephone II.

Two Doors Below P. Andrews Star.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Booms for Rent 2Gc and 50c
Short Orders at All Honrs.
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
french Noodle Order 10c a dUa,
Mw Tork Chop Suey Boo.

Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covers Tiacks and good
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
furnished commercial men to take In
the surrounding towns. Wtf Knbudo

an organization of structural steel
and iron contractors employing nonunion workmen. Members of this emloss
ployers' association suffered
from more than one hundred explosions from 1905 to 1911.
Heater on the Market.
The Original and Only Absolutely
Following the arrest of John J. Mcof the
Namara, secretary-treasure- r
HOME.
LOGICAL
ironworkers' association, at its headin
this
the
arrest
and
quarters
city,
A Money andFuel Saver
of James B. McNamara and Ortie E.
-McManigal in Detroit, in connection
with the Los Angeles Times exploHolds Fire for 36 Hours
sion, presentments were made to the
Without Attention. Now
federal grand jury of this district
is the time to call and
that officials of the ironworkers' assoJVUKtr
ciation and other labor unions had
our Selection
been concerned in a conspiracy to inwhile our stock is comtimidate employers of unorganized
plete in a sizes. We
labor by a systematic destruction of
will take pleasure in
their property.
Ortie McManigal's confession, in
Demonstrating to you
which he related that he had been
the advantages to be had
employed by the McNamara brothers
in Purchasing a Coles.
and Herbert S. Hockin, acting secretary-treasurer
of the Ironworkers' association, to dynamite bridges anl
BUY A COLES HEATER
buildings in course of construction by
AND YOU'LL BE GLAD
FOR HARD COAL
contractors, was the basis
FOR SOFT COAL
of the government's inquiry. He is
ilvaf, This ta th
Coles original
Mica doors are extra large fitted in reto be the principal witness for the
stove for the home, the offloe and all
fit.
cessed
grooves,
perfect
Dublle Dinees It requires little or no
government in the forthcoming trial,
For those who enjoy the Glowing buy
Attention and Is known to be the most
A mass of letters and other records,
servicsble and economical ot all stoves,
the "Radiant"
seized in a raid on the offices of the
Ironworkers' rssociation, also will be
WOOD -- DAVIS HARDWARE COMPANY.
offered as evi'len'ce of a general con
spiracy secretly to convey dynamite
Phone 14. If Its Hardware We Have It. Phone 14.
e
and
from coast to
coast in a campaign against employers of unorganized ironworkers.
Most prominent among the defendants are Frank M. Ryan, president of
the International association of Bridge
and Structural Ironworkers; Herbert
S. Hockin, acting secretary-treasure- r
f : WHEN YOU CAN GET THE : :
and the alleged head of the "dynamit-ingcrewJohn T. Butler of Buffalo,
first
and Michael J.
Young, of Boston and Phillip A. Cool-eof New Orleans, members of the
executive board.
Business agents and secretaries of
.
local ironworkers' unions throughout Delivered to your house. Patronize home industry. Leave orders at
the country, alleged to have been im
KAUNE & CO.'S STORED PHONE 26.
plicated in the illegal transDortation
CO.
of explosives from state to state.
make up the greater part of the list
of defendants, but officials of other
unions also are indicted. Thev are
Olaf A. Tveitmoe, secretary of the
building trades council of California:
William K. Benson, former presiden:
of The Detroit Federation of Labor:
Clarence E. Dowd, organizer for the
International Association of Machinists; Hiram Cline of Muncie, Ind., or
ganizer for the association of Carpenters and Joiners and Spurgeou
P. Meadows, business agent for the
THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHcarpenters and joiners' unions of

"YOU CANT BEAT THE COLES"
Air-Tig-

SOME OF THE NOTABLE

the

Quality and Large Variety of

.

"LEST WE FORGET"

UPSE1 STOMACH

Again Reminds You of the Superior

.

MONDAY, 8EPT. 30, 1912.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

The Little Store

SUMMER
TOURIST
TICKETS
On

Sale

Daily, Until

Sept. 30,

1912.

IN CONNECTION WITH THE NEW MEXICO CENTRAL
CHICAGO,)
NEW YORK,

$50.35
$79.35

$85.95
$44.35

BOSTON,
ST. LOUIS,

BUFFALO,

ST. PAUL,

$69.85
$50.35

AT TORRANCE
WITH THE

CLOSE CONNECTION

GOLDEN STATE LIMITED

pa

non-unio- n

nitro-glycurin-

Why Import Mineral Water ?

t,

y

C

A

I IPslDMV

A Goin

lALirUInlA
LOS ANGELES

and

viaEI Paso and Southern Pacific and returning
Isame route, or via A., T. & S. F.

SAN DIEGO,

SAN FRANCISCO,

$55.90

$46.90

For further information address Eugene Fox, Qen'l
Agt. E. P. & 5- W. System, El Paso. Txas, or

Pas-seng- er

-

H. A. COOMER,

General Manager

N. M. C. R. R.,

SANTA FE, N. M

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water
All Kinds of Soda,
Special Hijch Ball Ginger Ale

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER

LIGHT

United States Senator John W.
Kern is to be chief counsel for the
defendants and the government will
be represented by District Attorney
cnanes w. Miller and his assistant,
Clarence Nichols, who conducted the
grand jury's investigation.
Indianapolis, Ind.. Sent. 30. Ortif.
E. McManigal, in custody of Malcolmn
McLaren, one of the detectiveo nf
.
T
William v.
Tlnrn'o nffino
..ii..,,, aiiu iwu
guards, arrived in This citv from Ta
Angeles today to be the government
chief witness in the trial of the n.
called dynamiting conspiracy cases in
the federal court beginning next
Tuesday.
McManigal was taken to federal
building where two rooms had been
furnished for his occupancy during
the trial. Guards were set at the
doors and agents of the department of
justice said every precaution would be
taken against possible interference
with McManigal's testimony.
1

.

URINARY
DISCHARGES
RELIEVED IN

24

urjBiiiii

mm m

HOURS!

Each Cap- sule bears
the nameS

(MIDYj

Beware of counterfeits
ALL DRUGGISTS

S. C. BUFF ORPINGTOUS
A Number of
Thoroughbred Cockerels
For sule at

j

IN ODS,
rtant

Electricity plays a most impopart. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern homeand why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that Is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.

FOW
N

IS QUITE SO CONVEN

IENT as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your

iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day aad nght Estimates and full information cheeer fully given.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

$1.50 to $3.00

ROOSTERS ONE YEAR OLD

$3.00 to $5.00

Charles

A.

Wheelon

PHONE 204

J

Rooms With Bath,

JULIUS MURALTER

The Tailor

Mc-Cra-

j

STOVE FOR THE

THE

non-unio- n

I

t''ITV,'?-;- -

Will clean, press repair

alter Ladies and
Gents' Garments at
or

j

....

$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day

THE ALBANY HOTEL

'

This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
.Proof Annex, every room with bath.

I

prices and
will guarantee his work.
Orders taken for Ladles'
reasonable

and

Gents' Custom

Made Suits, Overcoats,

Skirts or Riding Suits.
i,,rhi,
An.iir

Thirty years' of experience in
tailoring in seme of the largest
cities in Europe and America.

on the 8th day of October, 1912.
as witnesses:
names
Claimant
Euloglo Sandoval, of Lamy, N. M.;
N. M.;
New Mexico, Aug. 30. 1912. Jose Larranaga, of Lamy,
N. M.;
of
Feliberto
Lamy,
Martinez,
NOTICE Is hereby given that
Lamy, N. M.
Sandoval, of Lamy, N. M-- , who, Luciano Ortega.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Homestead
ozx March 8. 1906, made
Register.
NW
Section
Entry No. 9011, for
11, Township 13 N., Range 11 E N. M
It will not pay you to waste your
P. Meridian, has filed notice of Intentime
r
e
Five-yeato
writing out your legal forms
proof,
tion to make
tablish claim to the land above de- when you can get them already printNew Mexican Printing
scribed, before Register or Receiver, ed at the
N.
at
Company.
Santa
Fe,
M,
Land
S.
U.
Office,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe,

Su-san-

1--

101

Washington
Phone Black

Avenue.
22.'

Qoods Called for and Delivered.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

MONDAY, SEPT. 30, 1912.

$25

Public Demand

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES

VkwrroRK Letter

$25

I

New York. Sept. "0. Ushered in
Monday with early fall millinery models was the bull moose hat. It it the
rBt political campaign hat for women
on record, and is a small, jaunty
affair, with a rolling brim. It is
round and c'ose fitting. The model
would not alone attract attention, but
the flaming red bandana covering the
a
big brown moose head, striking
perky angle on the right hand side, is
calculated to win votes. A large
round photograph of Colonel Roose- velt vies with the moose head decora- tion.
"Old fashioned suffragists who hold
up their hands because we have Join-- j
ed the Progressive party have pre-- i
dieted the alliance will fail, and we
want to prove to them that 'our hat
h in the ring.'" explained Miss Mary
Donnelly yesterday. "We are having
several thousand hats made up for
women marchers in the big parade
October 26."

For FATHER

11

We see the demand for strictly first class made to measure tailoring
at reasonable prices and we are there for we are going to give the
people of Santa Fe an opportunity to buy their clothing at low prices
by offering one of our

SPECIAL SALES
Tuesday, Oct.
Starting
Suits or Overcoats that you have been

1.

paying $40 or $50 for we will sell you at

$25.00$25.00

Santa Fe Chapter No.
1, R. A. M.
Regular
second.
convocation
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hail at
7:30 p. in.
CHAS. A. WHEELON,
H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
Seer tary.

y

j

I"

r

FOR HARRY

1

Santa Fe Commandery
No. J, K. T. Regular
conclave fourth Moa- day in each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30

p. m.
V.'. H. KENNEDY,

S. G. CART WRIGHT,

SHOE

STRETCH

RIO GRANDE
the

d

DOLLARS

B. P.

VERY LOW ONE-WA- Y
FARES FROM DENVER & RIO GRANDE STATIONS TO

32.

0.,E.

Santa Fe LodgeNo.
460,

P. O. E.,

B.

holds its regular
session on the second
and fourth
Wednesday of each
month. V I s i t ing
brothers are invited and welcome.
.

FRANK T. BLAXDY,
Exalted Ruler,

!

P. M. A. LIENAU,

Secretary.
Fe

Santa

Camp
W. a.
meets second Tuesday each month, social meeting third
Tuesday at Fireman's Hall. Visit
M.

13514,

ing neighbors welcome.
A. G. WHITTIER, Consul.
CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk,

PFLUEGER

F. W. FARMER
Homestead No.
2879, Brother,
hood of American Yoemen.

The Shoe Specialist.

World)

Meets first Fr-

OFFICIAL NEWS.

of the

iday

NOBODY

BY MEEK.

H. Foreman,

British Columbia, California, Idaho, Montana,

A.

month at the
Firemen's Hall.
E. Robinson.

Cor. Sec. David

Gonzales.

Governor McDonald has sent out light of the engine threw Mr. Bear in
the
'All the limelight and the animal with a
announcement:
following
ODD FELLOWS,
Nevada, Oregon and Washington Points
parties desiring to be appointed no- 'snort climbed up an embankment. He
No. 2. r. o. r r
taries public will please take notice had to do some quick climbing, as
))
Sunt a To T jyAam
that they must secure the endorse- the ground gave way at first. "There
l
meets
10th
On
ment of reliable citizens with whom are plenty of bear around here griz
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
the governor is personally acquainted. zly near, said Mr. Otero, it seems
in Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting brothMANY OFFICIALS AWAY.
they do not attack people, however.
ers always welcome.
This was a dull day at the capitol
' . I, .i
CAPITOL NOTES.
with the governor, the secretary of
State Hydrographer Gray leaves
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
state, the adjutant general and the Wednesday fo rTaos, taking with him
Lodge No. 259, holds its regular
judges of the supreme court away.
John Powers.
on the first Thursday of each
meeting
NOTED OFFICIAL HERE.
Assistant Superintendent of Public
month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 n. m.
in
is
An
official
of
however,
note,
Instruction Baca has gone to AlbuCall on or write your local agent or W. D. Shea, T. P. A.,
Visiting brothers are invited and wel
the city today and his visit aroused querque on educational business.
come.
J. A. RAT5Tj. p. iw
Santa Fe, for information as to rates, routes, etc.
interest in the geographical survey
Assistant Secretary of State Kanen
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
department at the capitol. The off- announces that attorneys may call at
icial is Mr. Marshall, chief geographer the
secretary's office for copies of
cf the U. S. Geographical Survey. He the New Mexico laws just received
Let Him Know It ir you are out ot
. NOTICE
FOR PUBLICATION.
ba, of Leyba, N. M., Miguel Pettine, is with the party of geographers who from press.
a position, you must let the employer
The department of education has
Department, or tlie Interior, U. S. ot Wlllard, N. M., John Pettine, of came here on an excursion.
know it. A want advertisement in the
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M Willard, N. M.
SAW MONSTER BEAR.
received notice of the installation of
ness and professional mtn in the city
MANUEL R. OTERO,
September 13, 1912.
Deputy Game Warden Page B. Dr. Boyd as president of the Univer
and county and a great many In the
Notice is hereby given that Raffaele
Register. Otero, who is an authority on bear sity of New Mexico and it is evident
state. If you have any special talthe
states
that
is
to
and
the
celebration
that
a
be
fishing,
hunting,
big
Pettine, of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on
ent, do not hide it under a bushel.
crew of a Santa Fe train encountered affair coming as it does at the same
August 22, 1905, made Homestead
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
a bear on the track the other night time as the state convention of
NW Department of the Interior,
for SE
Entry No.
You cannot get up to Jate printing
E 2 SW
Sec. 13 and NE
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. just out of Arroyo Hondo. The searchunless
NW
Section 24, Township 11 N.,
you have
material
1912.
11,
Sept.
and faculties. The New Mexican
Range 13 E..N. M. P. M., has filed
Notice is hereby given that Andres
r
notice of intention to make
G. Gonzales of Glorieta, N. M., who,
Printing Coaipany has both, and at
the same time expert mechanics. Your
proof, to establish claim to the land on Sept. 9, 1907, made homestead aporders are always assured personal
Receiver, U. S. Land Office, at Santa plication 04786, No. 11988, for S
A
Fe, New Mexico, on the 6th day of NE
N
SE
Section 4,
November, 1912.
.Township 15 N., Range 11 E, N. M. P.
Claimant names as witnesses: Cruz Meridian, has filed notice of intention
Albuquerque, N. M., Sept. 30. Of- ern aviation meet, by carrying on anGriego, of Leyba, N. M., Macario Ley- - to make final five year proof, to es- ficials of the state fair which is to be tics while in the air that strongly reabove described, before Register or tablish claim to the land above de- held here the second week in October sembled hysteria.
scribed, before the Register or Re- are still
wondering at their good forShortly before that he had startled
ceiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on Nov.
at another meet by diving
thousands
in
tune
secured
Lincoln
having
THE FABLED INDIVIDUAL WHO LOVES A FAT MAN.
16, 1912.
official aviator for in his machine, for more than a
as
the
Beachey
Claimant names as witnesses:
one straight drop.
Juan Gonzales y Roybal, Andres their annual ev nt this fall. Ar thousand feet in
FOR RHODES
at The Novelty Shop, Garcia, Albino Gonzales, Salvador rangements had been completed for There is no man flying today whose year, and all visitors to the city dur- along the Bulgarian frontier.
Charles F. Walsh to come to Albu- exploits are more widely heralded or ing the fair are invited to avail themGonzales, all of Glorieta, N. M.
for the fair, but Walsh had who performs such startling stunts. selves of it. This bureau will give
querque
For Fruit Ladders, Step Lad
"All Ooids Right Prices"
MANUEL R. OTERO,
TIME TABLE ALL
too many eastern dates to allow him That he is coming to the fair is an
any desired Information relative to
Common
IronRegister. to make the
ders,
Ladders,
unbit
of
New
to
Mexico.
good luck,
unprecedented
long trip
rooms, time of arrival and departure
LOCAL TRAIN
IS THE MOTTO OF
ing Tables, Upholstering,
Beachey was assigned to the duty derstood to have been thrown to the of trains, restaurants, hotels, ca'
NOTICE
TO CONTRACTORS.
and will be here October 6, the day state association because of its treat- fares, matters of interest in connecFurniture Repairing1 and all
are the time table
The
Sealed proposals will be received before the fair opens. His coming as- - ment of Walsh while he was here last tion with the
fair, and other informa- of the following
Kinds of Repair Work. .'.
local railroads:
by the County Commissioners of:BUres some sensational stunts. He is year.
tion, in fact, anything which It Is ex104Gallsteo
Santa Fe County, New Mexico, up to one of the best known of the Curtiss . Beachey will be a master drawing
pected will be a subject of inquiry
o'clock noon, Tuesday, the 8th aviators and is famous for his daring card, and will probably add his thou- will
twelve
157
W.
SANTA
N.
M
"A. T. & S. F. Ry."
FE,
be tabulated and placed in an
Telephone
day of October, 1912, for furnishing and for 'a use of aerial knowledge sands to the daily attendance without elaborate card index system for inLeave
All work guaranteed first class.
all materials for one bridge to be built that in any one else would be de- any help from other attractions.
SQUARE DEAL TO ALL.
stant reference.
8:10 a. m., to connect w.th No. 3
at the Arroyo Atascoso, near the nominated sheer recklessness. Not Arrangements have been made for
This will be a strong point in tak westbound and No. 10 eastbound.
Town of Galisteo, New Mexico.
long ago Beachey, dressed as a wom- the establishment of an information ing care of the crowds which are
Returning, arrive Santa Fe at 12:10 309 San Francisco
All the material and work shall be an, electrified the crowds at an east- - bureau that will really inform
this surely coming to the big exposition.
P. m.
furnished and done in accordance
on
Season tickets have been placed
Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. to
with plans and specifications made by
sale at $2.50 for the six performthe Midland Bridge company of Kanances, and will thus save fifty cents connect with No. 1 westbound and No.
sas City, Missouri, on file in the office
to all who purchase them. They may S eastbound.
Roswel!,N.M.
of the County Clerk at Santa Fe,
be bought at any of a dozen or so
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 6 p. in
where they may be Been and examinstores in the city, or will be sent by
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 p. m. to co
TJnrinff the summer most Dersons are annoved with pimples, boils,
Pecos Valley
ed.
mail to applicants who enclose the nect with No. 7 westbouni and No. 4
Ecwith
suffer more severely
money-ordeEach bid must be accompanied by rashes, or eruptions, while others
necessary
eastbound
A
perfect
Rheum, or some kindred skin disease.
CONVENTION
a certified check in the sum of ten zema, Acne, Tetter, Salt
FAIR & PRODUCT
Returning arrive Santa Fe at 8:36
condition of the skin exists as long as the blood is normal, but when it becent
of
amount
bid.
of
the
SIGNIFICANT VISIT.
per
p. m.
contaminated with humors and acids its supply of nutritive propercomes
Parties desiring so to do, may also
London, Sept. 30. A visit considLeave Santa Fe at 8:50 p. m. to conlessened and it becomes a sharp, acrid fluid which diseases
is
n
submit plans and prices of their own, ties greatly
ered
significant in view of the
ana
neaun
nect with No. 8 eastbound and No. V
icxiuic
instead oi preserving tne narurai
the Board of Commissioners resituation was paid by Sergius weatbound.
1912 and
of the skin. The eruptions may be glossed
Oct. 1st to
Oct. 18
1912
serves the right to reject any and
over and inflammation reduced by the application Sazonoff, the Russian foreign minisarrive at Santa F?, 11:30
Returning,
all
bids or to accept any bid made
ter, on his return to London today. p. m.
of washes, cosmetics, salves, etc., but no skin affec$60.00
tion can ever be permanently cured in this way; He called on the Italian ambassador
Direct Routes, via Denver and Salt that in their judgment is for the best
Passengers for the Belen cut-ot- r
For the round trip from Ssnta Fe N. M.
Interest- - of Santa Fe County, New
Lake.
only pure blood can make healthy skin. S. S. S. and remained with him as his guest end Pecos Valley points shorn! now
One first class fare for the round
Mexico.
at
luncheon.
cures Skin Diseases of every kind by neutralizing
leave at 3:30 p. m. Instead of 7 20 ai
from all points in New Mex$76.50
JOSE ORTIZ T PINO,
Sofia, Bulgaria, Sept. 30. The mobitrip
the acids and removing the humors from the blood.
heretofore. Connection leaves Albu
ico to Roswell and return.
Going one way via Denver, the
Chairman.
S. S. S. builds the circulation up to its normal lization of the Bulgarian army was
adds to proclaimed by the government today.' querque at 7:55 p. m. Instead of 2:2l
Dates of sale, Sept. 29. 30. Oct.
other way via California.
Attest: M. O. ORTIZ, Clerk.
strength, increases its nutritive powers andinstead
1 and 2.
of The action was taken in consequence a. m.
Dates of Sale Oct. 12, 14, 15. . ReReturn limit October 7,
itt nuritv in everv wav. Then the skin
D. & ft, G. fTy.
turn limit Nov. 15th, 1912.
1912.
A want Ad. in the Ifew Mexican being irritated with acid humors and impurities, is nourished and healed of alarming news received here as to
Leaves 10:05 a. m. for north.
Santa Fe, N. M. sees more people in one day than you by a plentiful supply of rich, pure blood. Book on Skin Diseases and any the concentration of Turkish troops
H S. LUTZ, Afent
H. S. LUTZ, Afeat.
Santa Fe, N. M.
Arrive 4:20 p. m. from north.
medical advice free.
can Bee In a month. Try one.
in neighborhood of Arianapolie and
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO, ATLANTA, CA.

Sale September 25th to October

ree-ular-
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LIBERAL STOP OVERS

S479-0693-

4

1--

,

4

1-- 4

1-- 4

five-yea-

2

AREOPLANE FLIGHT WILL BE
FEATURE AT ALBUQUERQUE FAIR

2

ECOMONY
GROCERY

Save Your Orders

at

::

Street

J.

..

II. BLAIN,

j.F. RHOADS
W.C.T.U.

N

Jr.

Street

Iohheb skin Diseases

17

r.

PORTLAND, ORE.
to 26th,

near-easter-

EXPOSITION
4th,

$17.75

(S&S)

,

Venerable Master.

.JjW--

VIA

C.

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1, 14th degree. Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry meets on
the third Monday of each month at
7:30 o'clock in the evening in Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza. Visiting
Scottish Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.

p

New Mexico.

E.

W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.

FOR MARY

Colonist Kates
(Scenic Line of

1

1

Capital Tailor,
Santa Fe,

7:30.
ALAN R. McCORD, W. M.
AS. E. UNNEY, Secretary.

'

1

A. E. SYUFY,
The
-

FOR MOTHER

I

This absolutely saves you the middleman's profit. Only by getting
a great many orders in and working to our capacity can we afford
to do this.
We have no shelf goods to work off, no old style fabrics but absolutely now cloths that were personally selected by the Capital Tailor.
Here is your opportunity to get a first class garment, cut and fit to
your measure at prices less than you can buy ready mades. Help
your own home industries by patronizing your home merchants.

East Side of Plaza,

SHOE

phone operator, was named by Mrs.
Breen as
Traveling in u special car, guarded
by a corps of detectives and minister-- j
ed to by a routine of nurses, Vinson
Walsh McLean rejoined his parents,
We've splendid Shoes of Dull or
coming from New Port. Mr. and Mrs.
Bright Leather; Shoes for ComMcLean
were
Edward
awaiting their
fort and Durability; Shoes built
son, who is the heir to 100
by Men's Shoe Specialists, and
million dollars from the estates of
McLean
R.
F.
and
guaranteed.
Thomas
John
$3.50, $4.00,
Walsh, the Colorado gold mine oM'ner.
and $6.00
$5.00
$4,50,
An unusual accident Monday night
led to the fatal Injury of Herman
Slackman, city truckman. A horse he
was driving slid over a cliff thirty
feet high above a sidewalk where
Street or House Shees. Regular or
a number of ch ldien were playing.
The wheels of the wagon caught on
High Cut; Dull or Bright Leathers; Butthe edge of the clil'f and the animal
ton or Lace Models; Handsome, Stylish
!
J
hung in the air until he died. Slack-I
and Durable.
man was thrown over the edge of the
cliff, striking on a shelf of rock.
$2.50, $3.00, $3.50. $4.00 & $5.00.
Mrs. John E. Roosevelt,
who has
been suffering with typhoid fever, at
The most interesting situation grow- - Meadowcroft, her summer home at:
ing out of the birth of a son and heir Sayville, has only n small chance of
to Alfred G. Vanderbilt and his sec- - recovery, it was said today. Pneu-Sturdy School Shoes; Dull Calf, Black
oud wife, who was Mrs. Margaret-- I monia has set in.
A priest, a policeman and two sail-- !
Emerson McKim, concerns little Wil-- j
Ham Herny Vanderbilt,
ors were injured in a battle with
son of the young millionaire by his three holdup men on the Hudson
first wife, Mrs. .i,lKie French Vander- River water front early Tuesday. The.
bilt. It was pointed out today that two sailors were on their way backj
not only has the lad lost the future lo their boat, he Morgan
liner;
head of the family, but he lost a Momus when they were suddenly at-or Tan; Button or Bloucher. Then there
inheritance.
It
Has been said tacked by the men, who beat them in
huge
Storm Boots; Good looking,
are High-Cu- t
that Alfred Vanderbilt is so fond of to unconsciousness with blackjacks,
his eldest son that except for the The noise of conflict was heard byj
Comfortable, but Very Strong & Durable
birth of the second child, in England, the Rev. Philip Mcdrath of the Cathhe would undoubtedly have willed olic seaman's mission, a block awayj
$1.50, $2.00, $2.50 & $3.00
"Willie" the greater part of his 50 and he came riinnintr tn thp rpscne.
million
do'Iar
fortune.
William Onlv tn h lftifl mifnnsfifiiia VioqMp iha S
Henry Vanderbilt already has re- two sailors. Before he fel' the priest
millions of dollars! blew his police whistle. The whistle
ceived several
from his ' father. When Mrs. Elsie drew a patrolman to the scene. He
French Vanderbilt divorced Alfred was knocked into the gutter and robVanderbilt in l!)ns she saw that the! bed of his helmet and night stick.
Nature Shaped Shoes. Just right for grow- future of her son was provided for.
men escaped.
The three hold-u"Manhattan is an island surround-- ,
A Washington Heights resident has
ing feet. Soft Leathers and Low Heels. Just
ed by sewage, and New York Hay is complained to the authorities
against
simply a tremendous culture tube for, a chicken farm on his apartment
the Shoe she ought to wear.
the cultivation o" germs of manyj house roof.
diseases," Dr. W. J. Sullivan said
John Workman asked the health of$1.00, $1.50, $2.00
Tuesday, in discussing the injunction ficer for a birth certificate for his boy.
suit brought by the state of New York Asked the date John shook his head.
$2.50 and $3.00
against New Jersey to prevent the All I know," he said, "is that it was
II
f
I'assic Valley commission from build- - late one Saturday night
ing a big trunk sewer, which will dis- Police headquarters here housed
Come in and let us show you how we can
two prisoners Tuesday morning, both
charge sewage into New York Bay.
Mrs. Ethel C. Breen, daughter of of whom had come in voluntarily last
YOUR
Richard Corker, obtained a final de- - night to give themselves up, although
cree of divorce Tuesday from her hus- - the detectives had long since given up
band, John J. Breen, formerly a rid- - hope of ever locating them. One was
ing master in Central Park. Breen Rudolph casting, no years old, want-faileto appear to oppose the motion, led for forgery, the other was Thomas
which was granted by Justice Goff by Murphv, sought for a ?:,000 bulglary
aetauit. Miss Maude Diethl, a tele- - in Yonkers.

MASO'IC.
Montezuma Lodge
No. J, A. F. & A. M.
Regular communication first Monday
of each month at
Masonic Hall at
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
es here
Roosevelt,
CATRON AND RENEHAN
icized Governor Wilson for assuming
morality
SUED BY LOBA TO HEIRS ationloftywithposition
the democratic gubernato
when
rial nomination in New

PORTING 'NEWS

by Colonel

who crit-

of

in connec-

WILLIAM

of the plaintiffs that the defendant,
A. B. Renehan, controlled
the said
grant and was referee in said partition suit and could, by virtue of his
position as such referee, obtain the
amounts due them, which they could
obtain by no other means than by
and through the efforts of Renehan."
BOSTON HAS A BIG ADVANTAGE (N CATCHERS,
p" The complaint goes on to say that
Mr. Catron was according employed
BILL CARRIGAN BEING ONE OF THE GAME'S
by the plaintiffs' agents; that the said
advantage
thelplairi-tiffs- , defendant ''corruptly took
states:
It
pages;
;'That
BRAINIEST BACKSTOPS, WHILE MEYERS IS A
with the exception- of Gy Volney ot said position and authority and inwhose" tending and contriving to cheat and
Howard, substituted ''trustee,
GOOD MECHANICAL CATCHER.
interest is hereinafter set forth, were, defraud the plaintiffs, did ccrruptly
and
conspire and agree
prior to the 23d day of September, with fraudulently
each other that the said Catron
in
1901, the claimants and owners
BY HUGH A. JENNINGS,
common of a portion of that certain should procure from the plaintiffs asManager of the Detroit American
tract of land situate, lying and being signments executed to said Renehan
amounts due them as falsely
League Team.
in the county of Rio Arriba and terri- of the
in the
and
The catching in the coming world's
fraudulently
tory of New Mexico, known as the statements made represented
series between the Giants and Red
by said Catron to
Lovato
Jose
Juan
said
which
grant,
said heirs, a? aforesaid and thereafter
Sox will be of as much or of more imgrant was confirmed by the U. S. court to deliver tuid
assignments to said
portance than the pitching.
enland
of
claims
decree
by'
private
Renehan."
Boston will place dependence maintered December 4, 1893, unto the
"That the paid assignments were
ly upon Bill Carrigan, using Ca3y
heirs and legal representatives
of
to catch Joe Wood, undoubtedly, while
prepared by imid Renehan who insertLovato
Jose
Juan
the
granoriginal
ed therein the amounts falsely and
the New York club will use Meyers in
tee."
fraudulently rt presented to the heirs
every game unless he is injured. The
The complaint then points out that by said Catron." It is further stated
work of Meyers in the last series was
"the plaintiffs were adjudged to be in the complaint that Mr. Catron callhigh class.
the heirs and assigns of said Juan ed the heirs lc his offlcs January 21
You will hear much talk about the
Jose Lovato in that certain cause No. 1909, where upon his service, the
Kl eed of the Giants' base runners this,
624 in the district
court for the heirs executed assignment of all their
fall, just as you did last year, and the
county of Rio Arriba." This was an right and title and interest to A. B.
statement will be made that Boston's
action to quiet title.
catchers will not be able to hold them
Kenehan.
down.
The court's decree is quoted show- The eighth paragraph then states:
Just remember this: It is necessary
Tne "That the defendant A. B. Renehan
ing the division of the grant.
foi the batter to become a base runfourth paragraph of the complaint having obtained said assignments bj
ner before he can steal, and no short
states that the grant was sold Decern said false and fraudulent representaseries was ever won on the base
her 7, 1908, to Charles L. Tutt and tions, with the intent to deceive and
lines. Also remember, please, that
B.
Edward
Skinner of Colorado cheat the plaintiffs, without their
.
.....
Oni.ti.vr.
...i
J
XT, .iicAitu 11 lgatra niiowieuge
Carrigan is one of the wisest catchers!
CHIEF MEYERS.
me mew
iufca l.,r
aimJ wunout
any rignt or
uj
lr the game today.
DaraEi-aDto Slum the ball to the fence for a trip
fifth
Lands company. The
and
authority,
fraudulently,
wrongfully
Cobb and Bush of the Detroit team around the bases.
raised the amounts of all
unlawfuliy
men
en
base
the
are reasonably fast
The Giants are faster on the bases
"That prior to the sale of said prop- of said assignments "(giving them)"
lires, but Carrigan has held them this ins a Ipiim. hut lliev nrn wpnlrpr bitters
erty
by the New Mexico Irrigated and thereupon presented them to G.
year, and if he can do this he can hold than Boston- - A Kiance at the printed
Lands company, and during the year Volney Howard, substituted trustee.
the Giants' speeders. Carrigan hasn t recorda wm Bnow that the Giants
of 1908, the defendant T. B. Catron,
It is alleg"d in the complaint that
a very good throwing arm, but. despite have scored more runs for tnelr hltg
Mr. Howard ignorant of the "false
be
was
to
said
that
sale
knowing
from
runners
this handicap, he keeps
than the Red Sox and have stolen 100
made, and with full knowledge of the and fraudule nt practices of said Catmore bases, but it is also true that the
stealing by using his head.
.true facts of the case, wrote letters ron and Renehan as hereinbefore set
He prevents bases being stolen by scores throughout the season in the
to certain of the plaintiffs with the forth," etc., paid over to Renehan
biains rather than by bullet-likNational League have been more one
intent of cheating and defrauding
as assignee of the plaintiffs
his
oppocan
outguess
throwing. He
sided, in New York's favor, than in
them, falsely and fraudulently repre- name din
Some the American
assignment, and that
nents in almost every case.
e
where
League,
times his ability seems almost uncan- games are rare. So this is really no BILL CARRIGAN. (INSERT) CADY. senting the amounts due them under Howard paH over the balance, aftet
terms of the aforementioned mort deducting this amount paid Renehan,
n
to make. The Red Sox steal as they did a year ago on the
ny.
compa-isodecree in partition and sale, and in the sum of $6,355.75, "to the per
gage,
And he is a good hitter, too, batting are notedly timely hitters.
Thomas and Lapp. On the other hand, to that end
furnished a list purport- sons entitled thereto in the propor
about .280, and, best of all, getting
The Giants will find it difficult to the Red Sox will give Meyers moro
ing to truthfully set forth the names tions estai usnea according to parato
hits when they are really needed.
will
be
make
their
because
the
upon
bases,
trouble,
get upon
they
Of course, Chief Meyers of the bpeed effective, and when they do get the bases more frequently,
due to of said heirs of Juan Jose Lovato and graph 12 of said decree of partition,
not
found
and
tried
been
' the amounts due each of them, a copy without deduction of any character
Giants has
on they will find it just as difficult to their heavier hitting.
of which said list is as follows:
whatsoever."
wanting. His work a year ago was a
The complaint goes on to cite the alThen follows the list, after which
bright spot in the series. But he is
the complaint goes on: "Whereas, in leged way Renehan obtained assignonly a good methodical catcher, a
truth and in fact, the amounts were ments and charges Renehan with reskilfull machine rather than a
"When
falsified and were much less than the taining "for his own use and benefit
brainy backstop.
actual amounts due them."
the difference between the amounts
Wathewson is pitching he will do most
of the thinking for the battery.
"That the defendant, T. B. Catron, originally contained in the assignhitter, one oi
Meyers is a clean-uwith like intent and purpose and well ments and the sums to which he
those players who at any time is liable
knowing the falsity of his statements, raised said amounts as shown in parrepresented to certain of the plaintiffs agraph 8 of this complaint."
and to one Sylvlano Roybal and to one
Concluding the plaintiffs pray:
S9
.G05
OS
Washington
Jose Gregorio Lobato, their duly au(a) "That said assignments made
60
87
.592 thorized
Philadelphia
agents and attorneys in fact, to defendant A. B. Renehan be de73.
77
.487
Chicago
that they would not be able to collect creed to be null and void and of no
'77 ;.4S4 the amounts
Cleveland. . . . , . .,(. .72
due them unless they em- binding effect whatsoever
on the
LAW
DOWN
ON
BIG
LAVS
GAMES
SO
COMMISSION
.463
Detroit
......69
him to represent them, that plaintiffs;
ployed
98
St. Louis
52
.347 said
Hill Howard, the trustee,
(b) "That the defendants T. B.
1
97
.340 wouldGeorge
50
The team that wins the world's JS'ew York
cheat and defraud them of Catron and A. B. Renehan be required
Cincinnati, Ohio, Sept. 30. The
WESTERN LEAGUE.
the championship is required to disband
to account to the plaintiffs for the
, their just claim, whereas, in truth and
bulletins
concerning
lowing
Won Lost Pet. in
fact, as said Catron well knew, the amounts which said defendants with
world's baseball championship series, immediately thereafter and its mem- Denver
99
63
.611
of the plaintiffs were fully and held from them and to pay over to the.
which begin in New York October 8, bers are forbidden to participate as in- St.
94
72
.5G6 rights
Joseph
under and by virtue plaintiffs said amounts or as much
amply
as well as the revised rules that will dividuals or as a team in exhibition Omaha
71
92
.564 oi the protected
of said sale, said mort- thereof as in justice and equity may
terms
such
which
in
the
issued
were
year
today
games
during
the
series,
govern
S2
80
.506
Oes Moines
gage and decree of court, all of which be decreed to be due them.
"by the National baseball commission: world's series was decided.
S2
81
.503 are matters of
Lincoln
be
shall
restricted
record, as aforesaid.
The players pool
(c) "That the plaintiffs recover
The public is cautioned against pay85
.4651
74
Sioux City
CO per cent of the receipts of the
to
than
with like intent from the defendants their costs heresaid
Catron
"That
admission
for
SS
75
.460
ing higher prices
Wichita
those fixed by the commission, which first four games, after the deduction Topeka
109
51
.319 and purpose, and well knowing the in expended and for such other and
from the mu- of the commission's ten per cent
falsity of his statements, falsely and further relief as to this, court may be
has hearty
or ADHERE
one
whether
the
in
each
thereof,
in
represented to certain equitable and just."
fraudulently
regardless
authorities
city
nicipal
more of such games shall result in a
suppression of ticket scalping.
2 tie.
NATIONAL.
Play will begin on each grounds at
chamthe
A
at New York.
the White Sox left fielder dropped, would have been finished, as both
following
day
Philadelphia
during
m.
p.
Brooklyn at Boston.
A rain check coupon wili be attach pionship season, to be agreed upon by
and Dan and Louie Anderson both teams are very evenly matched and
Pittsburgh at Chicago.
scored. Baca, the next man up, hit yesterday were playing like two
ed to every ticket placed on sale. The the commission and the victorious
Cincinnati at St. Louis.
to center and J. Ortiz fumbled the league teams. Although each team
official ball of the National league will club, shall be designated for the preAMERICAN.
ball, Baca reaching second and Ward claims that they would have won the
be used on the National league sentation of the championship emNew York at Philadelphia.
on blem provided by the commission.
ball
official
third. P. Alarid, the next man to .the game, it is impossible to know what
the
and
league
grounds
Boston at Washington.
A certificate check for 10,000, paythe American league grounds.
bat, singled and Ward came home and the result would have been. The
Baca tried to reach third, but it is largest crowd of the season witnessed
The revised rules of the commission able to the order of the chairman of
GAMES.
claimed he was put out, although the the game and were greatly disappointfor the conduct of the series are as the commission snail be deposited
NATIONAL.
i
Berardi-nelli- . ed when the game was stopped.
with the secretary of the commission
follows :
At Boston
R. H. E. umpire called him safe, as P.
Below
bescore
the
for
the
full
seven!
club
three
each
for
baseman
days
Sox
qualifying
third
by
White
the
A scheduled game, postponed
5 11 4
Boston
series, Brooklyn
6 9 0 pushed him off the base and touched innings played is given as follows:
legal cause called before it becomes fore the commencement of the
as
R. H. E.
providBatteries: Brown and Rariden; Ra- - him this way, but the White Sox
a regulation game or terminating with as a guarantee that it will,
.
0 0 0 0 0
4 3
10 of the joint regula-- j gon, Knetzer and Miller.
in
ed
section
Grays
intersched......1
didn't
the
Berardinelll
unless
that
score
claimed
the
tied, shall,
6 5
R. H. E. fere with Baca and that he was legally White Sox . ..0 2 1 0 0 0
At New York.
ule explicitly provides to the contrary, tions for the government of the
Lopez and Ward, Baca; Marez and
4
7 3 put out, and that Ward's run didn't
be played off on the grounds for world's series, faithfully carry out all Neiw York
'
2
count nor Baca's as he came home Griego.
which it was scheduled before the of these rules and regulations and Philadelphia
Two
base
hits
as
commission
base
the
three
such
others
Parsons;
may
Bader
Seaand
the
Wilson; Alexander,
afterwards.
succeeding scheduled game for
hits Marez, Duran;
home run
score
other city shall be contested, and the make hereafter to govern such con-- 1 ton and Killifer.
the
Sox
that
claim
White
The
At Chicago
R. H. E. was 3 to 3; here is where the fight Griego; stolen bases J. Ortiz, Anaya,
dates assigned for subsequent games test and that it will not exercise the
P. Berardinelll, Parsons, L. Aiiderson.
abanor
of
1
privilege
forward.
moved
13
9
arbitrary right
shall thereupon be
nttsburg
started which almost caused a riot, Struck
out By Marez, 8; Lopez, 8.
3 5 1 the
Before the commencement of the doning the series until it has been Chicago
the
into
swarmed
all
crowd
great
Umpires Gus Koch and Henry
Batteries: Hendrix and Gibson; field and it was impossible for the posixth game, the commission shall de- completed, and the championship de.
......
,.
termine by lot when and where the termined. Such certified check, or so Cheney, Toney, Powell and Archer, lice to make order, both teams were Alarid.
C.
Scorer
H.
commisGooch.
as
value
Yentz.
much
of
face
its
the
in
the
seventh game shall be played
the
but
the
Grays
grounds,
leaving
At St. Louis- 'R. H. E. cp me back and as the White Sox failevent that an additional game be re- sion may deem adequate shall be for8
St.
of
to
funds
0
the
Louis
and
credited
6
feited
of
the
winner
the
decide
to
quired
ed to again take the field the umpire NO BOSSES IN HIS
4
5 4
the commission if on investigation a Cincinnati
CONVENTION SAYS
series.
announced the game forfeited 9 to 0
Batteries: Perritt and Wingo, Bliss; in favor of the
MR. BRYAN.
The
The secretary of the commission as club is adjudged to have violated any Fromme
umpire's
Grays.
and Severoid.
of its obligations.
not
was
decision
accepted
favorably
required by settion 7 of the regula
AMERICAN
LEAGUE.
Neither of the contesting clubs shall
(Continued from page one.)
that the game
tions, jointly enacted for the govern'
At Washington
R. H. E. by the fans, saying
bonus or prize to any
f
ment of the world's series by the
tied 3 to 3, to be de
been
have
should
5
1
6
aU
P1
befofe or a"er Washington
tional and American leagues, shall j0'
Up to the by a succession of ballots.
7 7 2 cided in a later game.
the completion of the series, and a Boston .
was
the best
"Apparently," said the . Tanynany
the
game
notify all eligible players as soon as
inning
eighth
Engle, Boehling, Gallia and Henry; seen on
"there will be many candileader,
which Plaer released by a club to another
a
for
local
ic is definitely ascertained
the
long
grounds
in ;he same league shall not par-hel- d O'Brien and Cady.
was a pitchers' battle be- dates presented to the convention."
teams will compete, that they will be c,lu.b
time.
It
R.
H.
At
E.
Philadelphia
,ic'Pate ln the Proceeds of such series
Men close to Mr. Murphy declared,
individually amenable to all pro- as
11 15 6 tween Marez and Lopez.
present or reward from -his form- - Philadelphia .
i
that he had by no means
however,
f
riea and he er atpfimmatps
in
The New Mexican's prediction
10 15 6
the rplenninfi- nlnh nr New York
decided to drop Governor Dix. It was
to
he
a
was
it
subject to discipline for violation any of its officials.
that
Caldand
Covaleski
paper
Saturday's
Bush,
Lapp;
known that Senator O'Gorman . was
thereof regardless of the expiration
The official scorers appointed by well, Schultz and Sweeney. (Eleven pitchers' battle came out true, as both keeping in close touch with the sitof their contracts with their respeccondition.
of
best
were
in the
pitchers
the commission are Francis C. Rich-ter- , innings.)
uation.
tive clubs.
In the first seven innings Marez alof Philadelphia, and T. Taylor
T. R. ON MARSHALL.
lowed ouly four hits and struck out
The umpires, whose authority in Spink, of St. Louis.
Tksnn., Sept. 30. GovChattanooga,
shall
hits
six
and
be
shall
these contests,
supreme,
eight men, Lopez yielded
The National commission, with its
ernor
Marshall
of Indiana, was charthe
also struck out eight. The strike outs,
be sole judges of the fitness of
acterized as a representative of the
hits, etc., of the eighth innings are not
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who
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played. Only the record
New York Monday, October 7, when
GAME IS STOP- seven innings is included in the box
proper language, employs unfair tac- special instructions will be given to WHITE
INNING score. The feature of the game was
PED IN THE EIGHTH
tics or violates any rule for the con- officials and club owners.
4 Worse Power
a home run by Paul Griego, the White
.AFTER A FIGHT.
duct of the game.
a Fan.)
Sox catcher, in the second inning
to
(By
not
be
will
PRICE,
$165.00
permitted
Spectators
Yesterday afternoon the best game when, with one man on base, he conWith Imported Magneto.
encroach or stand on the playing field
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
of the season and one of the best nected with one of Lopez's fast curves AMotorOyde without a donbt with trouble
at any point. A club that plans to acWon Ixst Pet.
left at the factory.
ever seen in Santa Fe had a sad and and put the ball over the right field
commodate patrons in excess of the New York
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was
when
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on
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for
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of
stopped
ending,
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longest
of
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plant, Pittsburg
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U required to erect, with the approval Chicago
.61.)
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.497 when the Grays tied the score, after his usual nice game behind the bat.
of the authorities and the permission Cincinnati
Joe Berardinelll, on first base for the
70
76
.479 the White' Sept were in the lead.
of the commission, safe, temporary Philadelphia
At the beginning of the eighth the White Sox, also played a star game,
88
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strong St. Louis
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Capital Bar

he had not objected
tion of Governor Marshall as his running mate.
Having covered the 9,900 miles in An Ice Cold Bottle or Glass of
his swing about the country, Colonel
Lemp's Beer will kill your
Roosevelt began the last part of his
thirst!
Knoxa
at
stop
trip today, including
A Ulass of California Wine will
ville. He will be in North Carolina
tomorrow and is due in New York
put blood in your veins
A Drink of Old Taylor Whiskey
... ...
.,,
Wednesday afternoon. ., .
will make you forget your
Cheyenne, Wyo., Sept? 30 William
J. Bryan spent Sunday at the home;
troubles I
of State Chairman John B. Osbornet
Phone Orders Attended To Promptly
at Rawlins, and made two,, addresses
bothtreligious In character. He spoke
to the" convicts of the state peniten-- ! IMPORTED
tiary on the "Making of a Man" and
and DOMESTIC
later addressed a mass meeting at
255
San Francisco St. Phone 2J9 W.
the Elks Home on "The' Broader
Life." Mr. Bryan reached Cheyenne
early, then after an early breakfast
at the Plains hotel, left at seven a.
m. for Wheatland, where he is to A Man's Face Is Often His Fortune
speak this afternoon.
Or at Least His Capital !
At Chugwater, a delegation of democrats from the dry farming district
Where Do You Get Shaved ?
swarmed onto the train, and the Ne- THE BEST PLACE
braskan was kept busy Bhaking hands SAWYER'S IS
for the remainder of the journey
Give Him a Trial. East of the Plaza.
1

j

f
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Modern Grocery Comp'y

HEINZ ii 57"

Just received a full line
Condiments.

1

j

EMIL MIGNARD0T

THE

York,
to the nomina-

Attorney Francis C. Wilson has filed
in the district court for Santa Fo
county the suit of Jose Rafael Lovato,
et al., alleged claimants and owners
of the Juan Jose Lovato grant, by G.
Volney Howard, their substituted
trustee, vs. T. B. Catron and A. B.
Renehan, of Santa Fe. The papers
in the case were served on Messrs.
Catron and Renehan today. The com-- ,
plaint, covers,, a dozen typewritten

FARAH

of Heinz'sJPickles

that
Tasty appetizers
!

and

will please you
We specialize on CHEESE of all description
Heinz's Amber Vinegar for Pickling Purposes
Gives the Best of Satisfaction.

j

CAPE COD CRANBERRIES,

AS FINE AS CAN BE!

5

e

There will be

p
prices SATURDAY EVENING
on Perishable Goods.

the usual clean-u-

big-scor-

" The Store With a Conscience.
PHONE 262.

32nd ANNUAL
New Mexico State Fair

p

WORLD'S SERIES RULES

ALBUQUERQUE.
October 7, 8, 9,10, 11,112,

1912.

Opening Day
Monday,
Day"
Tuesday,
Wednesday, "Good Roads Day"
Thursday,.- Albuquerque Day
Firemen's Day
Friday,,
Columbus Day
Saturday,
-

THEY PLAY.

,

Horse Racing, Airship Flights, Base Ball, Carnival Shows,

EVERY DAY

D. K. B. SELLERS,
President.

TODAY'S

.

FRANK A. STORTZ
Secretary.

01
03

in

FIRST STATE FAIR,

"

(f-!-

Pf

f"?

ivw

U)iajticjul
SOX-GRA-

Pope Motor Cycle

M AlhiimiftrmiA- - N M.
mS. OCTOBER 7th To 12th.r
.

One Fare for the Round Trip From AH Points in
New Mexico to Albuquerque.
'

FROM

SANTA

FE, N. M

Many new attractions

$3.45 FM

SANTA FE, N. M.

this year. Bigger and better than ever
v

DON'T FAIL TO ATTEND.

Return Limit, Oct. 14th, 1912
Dates of Sale Oct. 4th to 12th.
to California on sale Daily
Rates
Low
Summer
Tourist
Remember tbe
Until September JOth.

Santa Fe, New Mex.

jjjj

H. S. LUTZ, Asent.

PEERLESS BAR

Fine

Imported

and

Domestic

Wines, Liquors

AND CIGARS

GREGG & COLE, Props.

HOW THEY STAND

"V

aHENRY KRICKe
DISTRIBUTOR OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES

Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water. Afent for Aztec Sprint: Mineral Water.
Santo Fe, New Mex.
TELEPHONE 35 J

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

MONDAY, SEPT. 30, 1912.

n

Established

Incorporated

1856

TELEPHONES.
Editor's office, 31 J.
Business office, 31 W,
Attorney B. E. Veeder of Las Ve- 'gas, is at the Palace,
Frank R. Walker, of St. Michael's,
jAriz., is at the Coronado.
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Dougherty, of
Chicago, are at the Montezuma.
Mr. and Mrs. M. Martin, of Chicago,
'
are visiting friends in the city.
A. Mennett, the well known salesman from Las Vegas, is at the Palace.
Samuel McLaren, a business man
of Clifton, Ariz., is at the European
hotel.
Colonel Ralph E. Twitchell, the historian and lawyer, is here from Las

EM

GOT

WE'VE

PERSONALS VIOLENCE IN

1903

SWEATERS
f

The very

latest in Sweaters,

all weights and colors, Makes

you feel comfy to'look at them

BLAZERS!

I

for these cool
natty slip-o- n
mornings and evenings. Red and
white striped, black and white
The

Vegas.
Ed Otero was a visitor here yesterday, leaving last night for his home
in Albuquerque.
Mrs. A. M. Cosgrove, Miss K. Cos-- !
grove and C. B. Cosgrove, are here
from Atchison, Kansas.

striped and solid colors.

New Fall

and Winter Suits and Overcoats

PAGE FIVE

LADIES!
You Will Find.

STRIKES OF

FIVE MINUTES devoted to an inspec
tion of our NEW FALL SUITS and OVERCOATS will be sufficient to convince you
of the wisdom of supplying your Clothing
Prices
Needs here. See these Clothes
$ 2.50 and up. Special Values at $20.00, $25.00
USTT

the

Correct Styles

In

MILLINERY

PROTEST

to-da-

AT

1

MRS. W. LINDHARDT,
INDUSTRIAL

WORKERS

OF

THE

y.

and $30.00.

125 Palace Ave."

WORLD ONLY PARTLY SUCCESSFUL
INDUCING
THEIR

Boston,

WORKERS

TO

JULIUS H. GERDES

QUIT

JOBS TODAY

Mass.,

:i0.

Sept.

Violence

marked the beginning of the twenty-fou- r
hour strike demonstration which
the Industrial Workers of the World
called in four Massachusetts mamifac- turing cities as a protest against the
Imprisonment of two of their leaders.
Demonstrations ranging from parades
to serious rioting occurred
in Lawrence, Lynn, Haverhill and" Quincy,
where it is estimated
1.,o()0 workers were out.
The serious disturbances occurred
at Lawrence where 11m pickets and
police clashed. Nearly a score of
persons were hurt and a dozen arreBts
were made. The outbreak coincided
with the opening in Sal:in today of
the trial of Joseph .1. lOttor, Arturo
Giovannitti, and Josr ph Caruso, in
connection with the killing of Anna
Lopi.zi. The cotton, woolen, shoe and
granite industries chieliy were affect--!
ed today.
At Quincy, 2,500 granite workers
struck. Strikers marching through
the quarry district called to the work-- j
men to come out. At two of the sheds
the polishers were dragged out for-- j

Leaders nere

INo

at

Cut Prices for
Everything
Eugenio Romero, a prominent demo'
crat from Mora comity, was a caller
TWO WEEKS!
ALSO OUR FALL AND WINTER SAMPLES
today at the state secretary's office,
Dr. W. H. Livingston, formerly a
resident of Santa Fe but now prac-- i
"SLW- A.'-- ; if!
sS
re
"T -- 7 '.l.I
Garments. The fabrics are the latfor
ticing medicine at Espanola, came
i
JJL.J
down
to
not
the
and
to
and
visit
excelled,
city yesterday
Profits forgotten for two weeks I
est, the style
workmanship
Just what we mean I
friends. He is at the Moutezuma.
be
the
judge!
price well, you may
Harry C. Miller, a young attorney
from Birmingham, the Pittsburs of
the south, arrived in the city last
CO,
ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS
night and expects to make Santa Fe
jhis home. Mr. Miller says this city
is much spoken of in Alabama as
the healthiest place in the world.
Mrs. Walter Norton has returned
from Monte Vista and will remain
IheVe with Professor Norton, head of
the banta Fe Business College. Mrs.
Norton was private secretary to Mrs.
Booth at the London headquarters of
the Salvation Army. She has traveled
XL
the world over with Professor Norton, cibly.
marched
BANK &
Five hundred strikers
CO, and
finds Santa Fe's climate ideal.
dist-Bhoe
j
the
manufacturing
"'William A. Provine, D. D,, of Nash-ivill- through
rict of Lynn, trying, generally with
Tenn., is the guest of F. L. small success, to get the operatives to
To make room for a large shipment of FURNITURE.
Schaub. He is one of the superin- strike:
Seeing the Coal Burners, Wood Burners, of all sizes
tendents of the Presbyterian Sunday The police arrested one man waving
BAKJNG POWDER
school association and has been at- black and red flags in tin; crowd. A
and many styles, is enough to make you buy. PreDoes a
,
tending the Presbyterian synod at mob then tried unsuccessfully to respare now for the cold weather.
Deming and is going from here to the cue him. At Haverhill, about 250 shoe
Best because it's the
Okla- operatives struck.
Presbyterian synod at Enid,
purest. Best because
homa. He gave a short address at
Your Patronage Solicited
Rioting marked the beginning of
the close of the regular services of the twenty-fou- r
Init never fails. Best
hour strike of the
FURNITURE CO.
THE AKERS-WAGNE- R
the Presbyterian church here. Dr. dustrial Workers of the World as a
because
it
makes
Provine is greatly interested in San- protest against the imprisonment of
W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.
N. B. LA UGH LIN, President.
every
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
ta Fe which reminds him of the an- Joseph J. Ettor and Arturo Giovannitti
and
fluffy
light,
baking
B.
LAMY,
J.
cient east.
beof
a murder
whose trial on charge
evenly raised. Best
gan at Salem today.
CHILD LIGHTS OWN FIRE.
Fifteen persons were injured and a
because it is moderFIRE
INSURANCE
FIRE
dozen arrests were made. Of the
in
in
ate
cost
in
highest
Syracuse, N. Y Sept. SO. Setting
the
textile operatives employed
fire to a straw stack while playing mills of this city 12,000 were idle.
quality.
-with matches, the a year old son of
TEXTILE STRIKE FAILS.
Two Acres in Orchard and
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hoopingardner was
30. The 2i
Mass.,
Sept.
Lawrence,
At
m
your
grocers;
Small
; Eight-rooburned to death today.
hour strike ordered by the United
Well Furnished House of five
Workers of the World as a protest
House, Stable and Other
rooms and
MOSQUITO BITE
KILLS WOMAN. against the imprisonment of Joseph
RECEIVED
four blocks
Buildings.
on
J Ettor and Giovannitti, failed of ef
College
HIGHEST
Columbus, O., Sept. 30. Mrs. Wil- fect today. It was estimated
that
Per
from Plaza.
month,
AWARDS
of
SIX ACRES ON ACEQUIA MADRE--Pa- rt
liam F. Brown of this city died today not more than 7,000 employes came
World's Puro Food Expo
following several months' illness with away from the textile mills. Serious
Trees in Bearing.
in Alfalfa and 18
B.
malaria fever, caused by a mosquito rioting followed attempted intihiida- ition, Chicago, 111.
14 Mile from Plaza.
All Under
to
Paris
tion
France,
bite,
of
Exposition,
workers.
according
Room
physicians.
8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
March, 1012.
QUARREYMEN STRIKE.
SO.
Quincy, Mass.,
Sept.
Thirty
LIABILITY
HEALTH
LOW PRICE TO PURCHASER IF TAKEN AT ONCE
ACCIDENT
Blegrade, Servia, Sept. 30. Orders
for the geieral mobilization of the granite quarries were closed today be- cause or a strme or laborers in pro
Servian army were signed today.
or uttor
test or tne imprisonment
You don ': save money when you buy
and Giovannitti. A large body of
The people of Santa Fe are invited to visit the Largest and
n
or
cheap
baking powder. Don't
quarreynien marched through the
Best Jewejry Store in the City and inspect our COLPLETE
be
misled.
Calumet.
more
It's
Buy
district and ordered out those at
LINE of
economical
more wholesome
work. Police patrol wagons followed
gives
but no arrests were made.
best results. Calumet It far superior to
Phone, Red 189.
Generally means helping an entire family.
Lynn, Mass., Sept. 30. A clash bes jr milk, and soda.
Her back aches so she can hardly drag
This is the Highest Grade Plated Ware on the Market, and
:
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
119San Francisco St.,
around. Her nerves are on edge and she tween the Lynn police and a body of
we carry two desirable patterns, the
is a nearlv wild. Headache and Sleepless
sirikers occurred today when a man
DIANA AND THE BRIDE'S BOQUET.
ness unfit her for the care of her family, waving red and black flags was arrest- certain men who are looked nnon as
Rheumatic Pains and Lumbago rack her eu ana a crowa auempiea xo rescue intellectual giants. Among them may
San Francisco
were aH- - be mentioned five: Dr. Eduard Brueck-- ' v
i--i
ponce omcers
body. But ' let her take uln'. several
.
.i
i
ii. j anai inree
Street
sauueu
arrests were maae.
(K
of
Editor
Emmanuel
ner,
Australia;
Three hiindred striking shoe opera- do Margerie, of
Dr. John
Paris;
tives headed by three women marchof Leipsig; Prof. George G.
ed through the factory district urging Partsch,
Chisholm, of Edinburg, and Prof. Wilto
in
those at work
strike
protest liam Morris Davis, of Harvard Uni
and all these ailments against the imprisonment
of Ettor
versity. But there are others, of
will
She
will
POULTRY AND STOCK FOOD
disappear.
and Giovannitti.
License Nombers, 66-6,Day or Nijrht Phone, I JO Red.
course, who have achieved distinction
soon recover her strength
and judging by their enthusiasm and
Next Door to Postoff ice.
and healthy activity for ARMY OF GEOGRAPHERS
We have our own mill run by electricity, and
WITH
keen look in their" eyes, they too.
(the
Foley Kidney Pills are
furnish pure, clean corn chop either coarse
can
CITY'S GUESTS
CAMERAS,
are going to make a mark in the
healing, curative, strengthening and tonic,
medium or fine, as meal for the little chicks'
TODAY.
world's
work.
all
and
Bladder
for
medicine
Kidney,
i
We can grind any mixture that is desired o:
AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES.
Irinary Diseases that always cures.
from
different grains, such as corn, wheat, mil'
page
the
(Continued
one.)
In the New Mexican Saturday aptor sale by all druggists.
kaffir corn, bran, etc.
the names of the foreign unilet,
oats,
peared
York. And so it went down the gaunt versities
151b. pkg., $ .65
represented by visitors who
let of a dozen linguistic variations.
are today guests of Santa Fe ChamMeat
and
Bone
Cut
Green
There was quite a task ahead for ber of Commerce.
The list of the
SEND THEM TO
H. S.
& &C. Pxot.
(100 lb. sack, 3.75
Davis to arrange the geograph- Americans in the
party could not be
motors
tor
ers in the various
there obtained, but Professor Fenniman, of
Every farmer and every family that has even a few chickens
was not too much room by any means. the
should have cut bone and meat to feed them. It improves
TAUPERT, MFG. OPTICIAN,
Where Prices are Lowest Finally
University of Cincinnati, stated
the "audience was seated" that the following institutions are reptheir health and makes them lay.
for Safe Quality.
and the signal to start given.
resented: Harvard, Yale, Wisconsin,
EAST LAS VEGAS, N. M.
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.
in,
The students of the earth gazed
Chicago, Cincinnati, Columbia, Colat adobe walls as they were gate, New. York, Bringham Young (of
Fruit Season tently
The Home-GrowPOULTRY AND VETERINARY REMEDIES
whirled at a 10 mile an hour clip to- Provo, Utah), The Ypsilantt State
to
broken ones
Lenses ground
is on and we are offering to the ward the
Don
down
Gaspar Normal School of
capitoi,
GUARANTEED.
the U. S.
PRATT'S VETERINARY COLIC CURE.
particular housewife the best to avenue and into the heart of the city. Geological Survey, Michigan,
or
Occulists' Prescription.
the U. S. Weather
in
to be had
A famous remedy for all classes of colie, acute inThey all expressed delight at seeing BUveau the IT. s! Society of Civil
tne palace of tne governors ana tne Engineers, et al.
digestion and bloat. This wonderful1 remedy has
iiK8 new Home,
a record of curing 998 cases out of ,000. It is a
spanisn in siyie.
"Elks? What Is that?" said a savant
quick, sure and reliable cure for all cases of colic.
BY
from Prance. He was informed that
50 cents
price,
the great benevolent and protective
STORE.
GENERAL
GORMLEY'S
Sale
at
For
order did not mean a gathering of
deer hunters.
PRATT'S GUARAHTEED EGG PRODUCER
We can also supply you with
Again and again the chauffeurs-ma- ny
Fe's
of whom were Santa
promiPratt's Poultry Regulator
FT. SUMNER CANTALOUPES nent men smiled at the questions
gapes and common ailments.
makes little chicks grow fast and develops them into big layasked about the burros carrying wood.
the finest cantaloupes grown. - It was evident that the burros made a
ers. Keeps fowl healthy and in good laying condition.
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
Full directions"wth each package, . . . Price, 25 cents
"great hit."
1

Made-to-Measu-

SELf GMAN BROS. CQMPAHY

O

A

1:1

-

EVERYTHING

il mx Ill

llplllBiill

1

We Are Going to Sell Out
All of Our Stoves
And at Cost Prices,

j

TRUST

UNITED STATES

For Every Baking

CAPITAL 850,000 00

j

General Banking Business

t.

30,-00- 0

Fruit

E

October First-

For Rent

bath. Situate
St.

Tract

Fruit

Irrigation. v.

111

I

O. C. WATSON & CO.

JOSEPH

$35.00

HAYWARD, MANAGER,

big-ca-

Helping a Woman

l

"ALAIN" SILVER PLATED WARE

f

f

r

'

MULLIGAN & RISING,

Foley
Kidney Pills

DIRECTORS

FUNERAL

.tuvt't,7

r

j

When Your Glasses Break

either

ill

match

to

WORK RETURNED

IS

PEACHES,
PEARS
and PLUMS

FIRST MAIL.

MAYES

SSTSfSs

CORRICK LIVERY BARN

INSURANCE

We have just received
shipment of
CHASE & SANBORN S

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer.

'of

,

Prompt Attention and the Best
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

,104 DON OASPER ST.

Best Coffee and Teas

Telephone 9 W
RAPID DELIVERY

A.

Ve

town.
re making a live paper. Read It.

llve'paper makes a

Uve

If you want the best in

FOR SALE GROCERIES,
320-ACR-

WE WILL MAIL YOU $1
us.

tor each Set of old False Teeth send
Highest prices pi' Id for old Gold, Silver,
old Watches, Broken Jewelry and Precious Stones.
MONEY SND BT RETURN MAII,

PH1LA.

SMELTING & REFINING
ESTABLISHED 20 YEARS

CO.

Chestnut St. Philadelphia, Pa.
TO DENTISTS

We wlU buy yourGold FUHnfra, Gold Serapg
and Platinum. Highest prices paid.

SERVICE

E

RANCH

FRIUTS
AND VEGEETABLES

all under fence, good improvements, lots of water. Fine hav
land and iarm land with a fine
crop on it and about 40 head of
cattle. Six. miles from railroad
and 7 miles from the mountain H.
Sell at a bargain. Address,

FRANK DAVIS,

Moriarty, N. M.

GO TO

S.

KAUfJE

GO TO TESUQUE.

Accident,

Fire, Life,
The savants were taken to Tesuque,
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc.
where they spent several hours and
thence they returned to Santa Fe, going to the top of Fort Marcy where
Dr. Hewett delivered a brief address
REAL ESTATE
or Santa Fe and the panorama spread
before them.
THIS AFTERNOON.
City Property, Farms, ,
" Their plans for this afternoon Intranches, Orchardjs,
cluded a tour of the city in carriages;
a visit to the New Mexico Museum
Land arants,!Etcj
(from 2:30 to 3 o'clock) and then the
Indian dance (from 3 to 4 o'clock).
After that, tea is to be served by the
ladies of Santa Fe in the rooms of the
Old Palace. Then the visitors are to
be allowed to make a personally conducted toui" conducted
by themOf
selves through the city. Their train
leaves here at 7 o'clock this evening
instead of 5 o'clock, as was planned
194 W., Room 24
Saturday, thus giving them more time. Telephone
THE FIVE BIG MEN.
LAUGHLIN BUILDING,
As in every gathering there are
certain men who tower In height bo
- NEW MEXICO
in this escurslon ot savants there art SANTA FE

Where Prices are Lowest
for SafeQiiaUty,

PRATT'S ANIMAL REGULATOR
FOR HORSES.CATTLE.SHEEP,

HOGS.DAIRY

C0WS,4c.

Because it works directiv on the blood, bowels,
and digestive organs of the animal; it builds up
horses, cures hog cholera in its early
stages, makes pigs grow quickly and fatten ran- idly ; dairy cows give more millr
Full directions on each package, . . Price, per pkg., 25c
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.
run-dow-

n

IL-luHf-

N

Surety Bonds
All Kinds.

& CO

For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.

JOHN HAMPEL, Proprietor.

COLORADO SALOON
FINE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
Family Trade Supplied.
SANTA FE, N. .V.
259 San Francisco St.
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Santa Fe

THE SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.

New Mexican

CAPITAL,

J. PALEN,
r

"tea..

iawiMMS'wt.

THE FIRST NATIONAL

3ANK OF SANTA FE
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
The Oldest Bank in the State.
Organized in 1870.

Time is the test of a bank's endurance and strength.
determines its adaptability to changing conditions. This bank has successfully withstood all the
country's financial and commercial disasters for over
forty years. Its management has regarded safety as of
the first importance in banking, a tradition that still
rules its policy, but the bank is not living on its history
but depends for its prosperity upon adaptability to present-day
needs.
Commercial Bills discounted. Credit and D.eposit Accounts opened. Letters of Credit and Drafts issued on
all Countries. Coupons collected and cashed. Stock Exchange Sales and Purchases
effected.
Telegraphic
transfers of money made.
It is important for every business house to establish
banking relations with a strong, service-givinbank
where credit can be had when required.
Exchange your Inactive funds for our time Certificates
of Deposit.
Confer with our officers In regard to your banking
business.
Growth

President
General Manager
Editor
Associate Editor

William F. Brogan

The Ranch of the RockiesOpen the Year Round.
on
Beautiful Illustrated Booklet

request.

VALLEY RANCH, N. M.

THE VALLEY RANCH,

SUBSCRIPTION RATES

yr:

Daily, per
by mall
Dally, tlx months, by mall

$5.0 Dally Per Ouarter, by mall
1 2.50 Dally per quarter, by carrier

Weekly, per year
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Taxation without representation is
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young man of high character and great wealth. He fully realizes the retyranny. Do you get it?
sponsibilities of his position, therefor the following editorial could not have
WtMJ1. wlth Navai
Lettering, Etc.
been published without his approval:
Both Native and Germantown WoolDesigns.
Used.
bond issue is an
But
that
$15,000,000
"Governor Hagerman has stood exceptionally high in Xew Mexico.
Send for Price List and Full Information.
issue that will not down.
1 19
Except by a few discredited gangsters, his probity has never been quesDon Caspar Avenue.
tioned. But it is evident that Mr. Cutting, who is a warm
persona!
The most important thing for a
friend of Colonel Roosevelt, believes he has
knowledge of Governor
'real
newspaper" to acquire is a
Hagerman's official acts, not heretofore disclosed, which fully justify
policy of some kind.
Colonel Roosevelt's treatment of him.
"It is unfortunate that Mr. Cutting should have
out an
Ha! a policy at last entitled: "Let
intimation against Governor Hagerman's official simply put Such a
integrity.
us weep over Hagerman, topiess,
course is not fair to the man attacked. People are left to
imagine
Springer and the bunch."
things. Their imaginings may be worse than the facts warrant, or
not
be so bad.
they may
The touching love of the old gang
"The people of Xew Mexico have been fearfully victimized
for Hagerman is truly pathetic. Boo
by
MABSON & MENDENHALL, Proprietors.
corrupt politicians and by misfeasance and malfeasance of the men
boo. We have the weeps.
juuubieu wun omciai positions. These evils can be corrected only
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.
AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN.
by exposure by turning on the light.
If the M. J. will now tell us who
"It is evident that Mr. Cutting knows
that should be
it is supporting for the presidency we
he had in mind when he wrote it.
LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.
told to the people of Xew Mexico. Xo one something
will feel better about it.
him, will believe,
knowing
THE
BYSTANDER
to
find
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Xo
to
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write
Riley
AO
lor one moment, that he would make a baseless insinuation
out what he meant. He gets right
the integrity of any man. Some times such things are done"against
MO
SEES IT
Once again, we demand that George
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European Rate, $1.00 and up,
responsible, blackmailing sheets, hu never by a man such as Mr.
W.
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the
and
of
it,
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just
strings
.
Cutting is known to be.
dential race and permit Theodore to
what every word meant.
American Plan, $2.50 and up.
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"Therefore, the Journal and the people of Xew Mexico will wait
run.
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to
is
let
the
well
for
It
people
with interest for disclosures by Mr. Cutting which must be sensational
That is, hardly anybody pays. We
in their nature.
all know this, and it is because we know what they think of him and
"Let us have the facts, all of them, Mr. Cutting, in your next are urging an equality in these mat- how much they esteem him.
Appreciation goes a long way in
issue. It is a matter that cannot admit of delay."
ters that I am presenting this quesworld.
Why, Mr. Cutting, how could you!
Rooms en
Fie upon you and fie some more! tion of all paying the dog tax if one this
with or
Here you have gone and done something which you should not have done, pays, and if not all, then none. That's
MORE
ROOM.
Local and Long Distance Telephones in
but it all results in your not reading the Morning Journal from "kivver to the proposition, in a nutshell. It' th?
I do not know how many times lateklvver" like Dan Grant does.
dog law were enforced like the road
rooms. Hot and cold
The editorial in the Xew Mexican entitled "More Anon" was directed law is, there would be a nice little ly, I have heard of some one who
room
or
rooms.
a
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ojuiiiaiiii.e wiiu poor wagerman. we were filled with amazement, at the of the money where it would do he Santa Fe to enjoy the summer; we are
startling fact that Springer and Spiess and that gang actually loved Hager- ltrost good. It should be a carrying constantly sending out invitations to
on t of the policy of no pay, no do;r, visit our pretty and wonderful little
man that much. It tried our souls to see such
in
sympathy for
that's all there is to it.
the coal camps of Colfax county. Therefor, as the Herald wasHagerman
city, but as a matter of fact, we can
supporting
Mr. Taft and Mr. Jaffa, Mr. Springer, Spiess, et al., we
in public mat-tei- s not house a great number if they
favoritism
of
The
day
assumed
naturally
that the Albuquerque Evening Herald was "the leading republican
is fast disappearing. It Is the come. The hotels will do their best,
newspaper
of Xew Mexico." We saw an announcement by Mr. Dan
or at least hour when the people's rights are but of course, there is a limit to the
Grant,
we suppose it was Dan Grant, that the
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
Albuquerque M. J. wasn't "going to tc be considered more and not the capacity. The new, commodious
waste its shot on a dead duck," and that we were the aforesaid dead
rooming house, just under conduck. few.
Having seen that announcement and having noticed the Albuquerque M. J.
Those who have dogs of any value, struction will be a big help In filling
HOME
had assumed a dense silence towards us, we concluded that as the
e or those who
care anything for their the want, but Santa Fe is a town of
"I wus agoin down tu Kaune's store
M. J., by and with the consent and
Is
roomers
as
every capital city and fer to git a nickle's wurth ov chawin
approval of Dan Grant, had off- canine companions, are the ones who
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
icially declared us a dead duck, we might as well give up and be dead. Be- pay the tax. Those who have worth all the present room is likely to be
says the Old Codger,
terbaccer,"
cause what is the use of deyning that what the Albuquerque M. J.
our
own
curs
the
bo
homeless
isn't
up
private baths. Electric light. Steam Heat,
ae
residents,
snapped
by
says
less, hungry,
"when Cap Fornoff, he ses tu me, he
so. If you see it in the Albuquerque M. J. that settles it
always, of course, ones who evade it. Of course, this there will be little left for the tran- ses, why don't you put thet hat ov
Central Location.
assuming that Dan Grant "fully realizes his responsibilities, etc and etc.'-- is not the fault of the dogs, but they sient comer.
until next summer en git
yourn
away
That being the case, we desired to bring to the attention of the
In few cities Is the demand for
Large Sample Rooms.
Evening lecome a nuisance to the community
THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.
yu a Roosefelt hat like which I
Herald at Albuquerque, that the Hon. Spiess, et al., were somewhat mixed
up and should be eliminated. The ques- houses and rooms so great as here, am a wearin. I am a
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in the Hagerman affair. So far as our reflecting on
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fairness
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Hagerman,
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yere thing. Them fellers es a
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met.
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too smart with me gol darn it.
on him, why let her rip. They are the gentlemen we are
gittin
reflecting on someOf course, we have laws and laws.
To many of us it looks as if a few En Cap he ses tu me, ses he, how's
what if the Albuquerque M. J. will stop to think it over. But to return to
Some are enforced and many are re homes for rent would pay, as the
the terrible illusion under which the Albuquerque M. J. seems to be
yure tax receipt tu day. Thet thur
suffering. garded but lightly. The point is that waiting list is always a long one, and remark
In thinking that we were referring to them, we now
plum settled it with me.
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how
see
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such a thing could occur even granting that "we are a dead duck." In care- a law should be enforced whether it there is a scrap for 'every vacant Whut bizness es it ov Fred Fornoff's
is pleasing or not. If it is a bad law house. The cry
against building about my tax receipt. This nashun
fully reading over their editorial headline, we find in bold relief these words: it can
be repealed; if it is good, we houses for rent is that of cost of con- lies
"The leading republican newspaper of Xew Mexico." There's where Mr.
tu b
by somebody
want.
Let the law be enforced on struction and high rate of taxation en gota feller supported
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like me didn't pay his
Cutting gets in bad; there's where his carelessness in such matters shows all if enforced on one. We
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for the poor, homeless, vag- deal of this could
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bej obviated by a my sentyments an I don't keer who
et al.. we sympathy
rant dog, but, after all, this is a pub more"
of taxation. This knows 'em, by heck."
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system
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know, and it does not need ar'
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to
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all
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NEWS OF THE STATE
son is looking over the valley with a
view to prospecting for water for irrl- ine ary ianums
gallon purposes,
display in the Messenger offlce rather
surprised the Texan. The Estancia
men are still on the hunt for an artesian well and should receive more
support from other parts of the valley.
Moriarty Messenger.

GRASS.

GREAT

of
The graBS in the vicinity
Knowles is growing rapidly and putting a new coat of green over the surface and crops and winter grass
seems assured after all Knowles
News.
ALWAYS GLAD.
Wm. Heinz and family returned Sat-

urday from a visit with relatives and
friends at his old home in Pennsylvania. Mr. Heinz thinks more of New
Mexico than ever now. that he has
witnessed the hardships o the east.
Nara Visa News.
A BAD FALL.
G. D. Simmerson met with a bad ac-- 1
cident last Monday evening. He was
just getting No. 10 ready to start out
and was lighting the headlight when
he slipped and fell, cutting a bad
gash over one eye, injuring his back
and hips and shaking him up generally. Mr. Simmerson is a
and popular engineer. His connection with the Lyric theater brings
him into contact with many people.
Raton Reporter.
well-know- n

BEAUTIFUL ROSWELL.
A scraper has been at work on the
court house grounds the past few
days, leveling off the unsightly hills
of dirt hauled there to fill in some
time ago. Actual work of filling in
the entire grounds will not begin for
some time, but it is expected that by
spring a nice lawn and flowerbeds

will surround the most imposing
building in the state. A landscape
gardner is expected here within a
short time and it will then be decided what shall be done toward beautifying the grounds. Roswell News.
AFTFR WATER.
H. G. Johnson, president of the
American Well & Prospecting company, of Corciana, Texas.; L. B. Tan- nehill, of Roswell, and Messrs. Stub-- j
blefield and Elgin, of estancia, were
in the Gem City Saturday. Mr. John

A GREAT

j

WALK.

Fred Krichbaum who ieft some
time ago on a walking trip through
Colorado sight seeing and hunting,
came in early Sunday morning with
no soles on his shoes though he had
them halfsoled with iron when he
left,
He visited several good towns In
Colorado and said he saw snow a
root deep in Fansade winch may have!
done damage to the fruit; he had the
most enjoyable trip imaginable and
had good success hunting. Mr. K. says
he is more than delighted to be back
among home folks again. Wagon
Mound Pantagraph.

FIRE RAGING.
Supervisor Goddard received word
from Water canon last Friday afternoon to the effect that a fire was raging in tho pine timber on the moun
tain just ihis side of the canon which
is a part of the national forest, and
without Rising much time had a force
of men on the scene, and the fire was
subdue after it had burned over
about twenty acres. A heavy wind
was blowing and the prompt action of
Mr. Goddard in securing
the Are
fighters and getting them to the scene
in automobiles, averted what might
have been a disastrous fire. Fires thi3
year on the Datil national forest have
been very few and very little damage has resulted. Magdalena News.
RAILROAD

WITHIN

A YEAR.

County Assessor Guy H. Herbert, of
this city, has returned from a
auto trip to points in western Texas
and brought back with him news of
another railroad for this city. He says
600-mil- e

The Spirit of 776

the people of western Texas believe
are going to get another railroad
through Roswell to El Paso within the
next twelve months.
"Everywhere I went," said Mr. Herbert this morning, 't'he people told
me about the railroad that is certain
to be m,m through Roswen to El
paso They dont seem t0 be ln any
doubt there about its being built.
They think it is a fact. Work has already been started on the extension
of the Quanah, Acme & Pacific railroad towards Roswell, and if it is not
built on to this city a lot of people in
western Texas will be badly fooled.
They are laying all their plans just as
if the railroad was as good as constructed." Roswell Record.
we

FOR GAME PROTECTION.

cross-continent-

Theodore

The Spirit of 1912 will FOOTLIGHTS
FIRST SEEN AT
save our country from
SEUENTY-FIUthe tyranny of political
Spokane, Wash., Sept.
Margaret Thompson of

For President
THEODORE ROOSEVELT.

For
HIRAM W. JOHNSON.
Vice-Preside-

nt

The Progressive Party

is the only instrument which can now save this country from the domination of corrupt politicians
and misused wealth.
SYNOPSIS OF PLATFORM. .
Banks and Money to be controlled by
Government and not by Wall Street.
Conservation of National Resources,
encouraging free development, with
fair return to the people.
Vigorous extension of foreign trade.
Prompt downward revision of the
Tariff.
Constructive methods for future tariff
making.
Permanent
Expert Commission on Tariff.
Tariff standards to equalize competitive conditions.
Tariff Bill.
Condemns
Condemns Democratic Tariff for revenue only.
Pledges adequate naval program.
Prevention of patents being suppress- Promises sound Parcels Post system,
ed or used against public welfare by
monopolies.
n

Payne-Aldric-

h

Union of Existing agencies in Nation-

al Health Service.
Extension of Civil Service.
Protection against investment sharks.
A just pension system.
A strong constructive policy for reducing the cost of living.
Establish judicial settling of international disputes.
International agreement to limit naval
forces.
Operate Panama canal to break transcontinental transportation monopoly.
Strong national regulation of interstate corporations.
An equal opportunity to the average
man.
(Read the platform in full in pam
phlet form for general distribution.)

To put through this splendid programme will bring about a new era in our national life, insure
prosperity for all, prevent industrial unrest, and give to the people their rights.
But it will take work. It will take votes. It will take money to pay legitimate campaign expenses.
MONEY NEEDED.
We are now in the midst of a great economic evolution. The demand of the people for their rights, the right to rule themselves and not to be
ruled by those whom they justly despise, the right to enjoy the legitimate fruits of honest labor, the right to protection from graft and greed and
exploitation by special privilege, is a demand of tremendous force, a demand that must and will be heard.
Men and women: The old parties must not get in power again. To vote for either of them Is to vote your country into the hands of its known
and proven enemies. You must acquaint yourself with the facts, which are open to all. You mutt listen. You mutt heed. You must act. You must
do your part to save your country from the control of
political robbers, thieves and traitors.
The Progressive Party, fighting for the people, must be supported by the people. Money is needed to pay traveling expenses, hire halls, offices, pay
for printing, postage, etc. Thousands of patriotic men and women are giving their valuable time and services. You can do your part by sending
money to help meet expenses.
Send as much as you can anything $1, $5, $10, $50, $100, $200 or more. Do something substantial for this great cause, even if you miss the
amount. Your country needs your help, needs it seriously, needs it now.
high-hande- d

Street Address
Amount Enclosed

30.

G. W. PRICHARD,

"

Mra.

Moscow,

75 years before
she witnessed a performance in a theater.
When she attended her first show In
Spokane last week it was to see her
in a
son, daughter and
vaudeville act.
Mrs. Thompson went to the theater
on Sunday for her first glimpse of
footlights. When her children known
to stage folk as Jack Wilson, Ada
Lane and Franklyn liatie, made their
appearance in the encore, they caught
sight of an elderly woman in the state
box. It was Mrs. Thompson's little
surprise for them, for they had not
been told she would be there.
How do you like it, mother? asked
one of her "children."
But Mrs.
Thompson was too excited to answer.
All she could do was wave her arms
excitedly and express ier delight in
smiles.
It has been a wonderful week for
the aged Idaho woman. When she
grew tired of watching the players
across the footlights she wandered
back of the scenes, where fresh reve
lations greeted her. She never seem
ed to tire of studying the mechanical
effects that are a part of stage craft.
She watched the plays and players
from the boxes and from the wings.
But- - more than anything else she enjoyed getting acquainted with her
children as they are ln the life that
is new to her.
Not the least strange part of the
affair was Mrs. Thompson's first acwith
her
quaintance
whom she had never seen until the
moment she entered the theater.
Then she saw him in all the shining
black of a minstrel man. She thought
him exceedingly funny, she explained
later, but she confided the hope that
he would look more worthy of her
daughter when he got rid of that
"black stuff." And evidently he did
look better off the stage, for Mrs.
Thompson has been happy ever since.
There was only one cloud in the sky
that Mrs. Thompson saw that week.
She was worried on Sunday because
it was the first time in 26 years she
had missed attending church.
son-in-la-

WHY IT SUCCEEDS

ELON HUNTINGTON HOOKER,
NATIONAL TREASURER, PROGRESSIVE PARTY,
CARE THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

.'....

WANTS
FOR RENT C room house witt
furniture or not, Oct. 2. D. S. Lew
itski.
FOR SALE Two story residence on
Palace avenue. Lot 60x240 feet. O. U.
Watson & Co.
WANTED Boy or man to drive
milk wagon.
Apply
Capital City
Dairy, Phone 2.'10 V.
FOR SALE National Cash
two drawers practically

Re-

lister

Watson

O. C.

& Co.

FOR RENT Nicely furnished room
Inup stairs over Andrews' store.
quire of Chas. Ballard at Andrews'

store.

A home for a home lover. Several
newly furnished rooms with conveniences of home. Mrs. Robinson, corner Grant avenue and Johnson St.

TYPEWRITERS.
adjusted and repaired. New
Phitens furnished. Ribbons and sup.
plies.
Typewriters sold, exchanges
and rented. Standard makes handled,
All repair work and typewriters guar-anteed. Santa Fe Typiwriter
change. Phone 231.
Cleaned,

a
n

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at
Santa Ke, N. M., Sept. 12, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Reyes
Valencia, of Kennedy, N. M., who, on
April 12th, t909, made Homestead
Entry No. 095(9 f NE
Section
24 Township 13 N., Range 8 E., N. M.
Meridian, has filed notice of
tention to make Final Three Year
'"'"oof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before Harry C. Kin- sen, l, h. Commissioner, at Stanley,
N. M., on the 1th day of November,
1912.

Claimant names
as witnesses:
I'olito lioybal, of Kennedy, N. M.;
Julian Romero, of Kennedy, N. M.;
Abalino Valencia, of Kennedy, N. M.,
and Trinidad Martinez, of Hyer, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

Register.
NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.
No. 09703.
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept.

n

Ser-ing-

cia, N. M.

HAVE YOU ANYTHING

TO ADVh.i

TISE?
Tell your ttory to

Readers 'or

2,000,000
Twelve Dollars.
We will place your
advertise
tnent in 25 leading newspapers' Sur.

day issue, for $12 per insertion. Descriptive circular FREE.
THE PROBERT ADVERTISING
AGENCY,

Taos, New Mexico,
--

DR. W.

J.

e

UME BROWN,

M. DIAZ,

DON GASPAR
AVE
Phone, 220 Red
OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
Phone, 237 Black
OFICE HOURS.
to 3 P. M.
RESIDENCE,

t:

"This state shall never enact any
law restricting or abridging the right
of suffrage on account of race, color
or previous condition of servitude;
and in compliance with the requirements of the said act of Congress, it
is hereby provided that ability to read,
write, Bpeak and understand the English Language sufficiently well to conduct the duties of the office without
the aid of an interpreter, shall be a
necessary qualification for all state
officers and members of the state legislature."
Be, and the same hereby is amended so that the same shall 'read as follows,
ARTICLE

1

L. F. MURRAY, M. D.,
PHYSICIAN

and SURGEON,

Cation Block, Palace Ave., next

to
Fargo
Because It's For One Thing Only, and
PHONE 23.
Santa Fe People Appreciate This.
Residence Palace Hotel.
Phone Main 63.
can
be good for everything.
Nothing
Doing one thing well brings success.
Doan's Kidney Pills are for one
Is Going: to Practice With
thing only.
DR. R. H. MILLER.
For weak or disordered kidneys.
Specialty . , Obstetric.
Here Is Santa Fe evidence to prove
their worth.
Office, 1 15 Grant Ave., Santa Fe.
Albino Ortega, College St., Santa
Fe, N. Mex., says: "For several
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
years I had trouble from my back and
It was hard for me to Department of the Interior.
kidneys.
work, owing to pains in my loins and
V. S. Land Offlce at Santa Fe,
a sudden movement aggravated my
New Mexico, Sept. 201912.
trouble. My rest was disturbed by a
Notice is hereby given that Toribio
too frequent desire to void the kidney
secretions and the passages were Gonzales, of Pecos, New Mexico, who
on August 2G, 1907, made Homestead
scanty and painful. Public statements
No.
for Lots
given by local people who had used application,
1 and 2, Section 6 and Lot 4, Section
Doan's Kidney Pills with effect, in
5, Township 1G N.. Range 12 E., N. M.
I found reduced me to try them.
P.
has Hied notice of intenlief at once and after I had finished tionMeridian,
r
to make
proof, to estabthe contents of one box, my back was lish claim to the land above
described,
free from pain. My kidneys are now before
and Receiver, U. S.
Register
normal and I feel better in every Land Office, at Santa
Fe, New Mexico,
way."
or. the 8th day of November, 1912.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Claimant names
as witnesses:
cents, Foster-MUburCo.,
Buffalo, Emilio Gonzales, Pedro Rivera, Cres- New York, sole agents for the United tino Rivera,
Enrique Rivera, all of!
States.
Pecos, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTER,
Rememoer toe name Doan's and
take no other.
Register, j
Wells

1

e

Dentist.
Over Spitz Jewelry Store. ...
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
Phone Red 6.
Office Hours 8 a. m. to 5 p. m.
And by Appointment.

DR.

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO SECTION 5, ARTICLE 21 OF THE
CONSTITUTION OF NEW
MEXICO.
JOINT RESOLUTION NO. C.
Providing for Amendment of Section
Five (5) Article Twenty-on(XXI
of the Constitution of the State of
New Mexico. H. Sub. S. J. R. No.
5., Filed May 29, 1912.
Be It Resolved by the Legislature of
the State of New Mexico:
That Section Five (5) of Article
Twenty-on(21) of the Constitution
of the State of New Mexico,

Ex.

XXI.

Sec. 5.

This state shall never enact any law restricting or abridging
the right of suffrage on account of
race, color or previous condition of
servitude.
It will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal form
when you can get them already printed at the New Mexican
Printing
Company.

MRS. DR. BROWN

Colonist

L0 OneWay
SECOND CLASS TICKETS,
TO

CALIFORNIA

$30,00

04732-1191-

CM

AC

Dates of sale, Sept. 25th
October 10th, 1912.

to

PORTLAND.ORE. AND
THE NORTHWEST

five-yea-

Town

..State

Pin bill, check or draft to this coupon, and mail today.
Your contribution will be acknowledged. A handsome engraved certificate, a memento you will cherish, will be sent to every contributor. Suitable
for framing.

Talk, Work, Contribute, Vote and "Pass Prosperity Around."

n

-

new.

Attorney and Counsellor at Law.
Practice in all the District CourW
1912.
and gives special attention to caset 2i,Notice is
hereby given that E.
before the State Supreme Court.
Leonard, of Santa Fe, N. M who
Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N, M on April 20, 1909, made Homestead
Entry No. (I'.lTOIJ, for Lots 1, 2, 3, 4,
Sec. 2, Lot 1, Sec. 3, Township 16 N.,
HARRY D. MOULTON,
Attorney-at-Law- .
Range 9 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Proof, to establish claim to the
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialtj land above described, before Register
or Receiver, IT. S Land Offlce, Santa
Fe, New Mexico, on the 15th day of
EASLEY & EASLEY.
November, 1912.
.
F.
R.
Chas.
Chat.
Easley,
Eatley,
Claimant names as witnesses:
aw.
Attorneys-at- -'
George S. Tweedy, Charles A.
Practice in the Courts and before
T. P. Delgado, Damasio Mon-tcyLand Department.
all of Santa Fe, N. M.
Land grants and titles examined.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Offlce, EstanRegister.

door

in Pamphlet Form for General Distribution.)

Fill this coupon and address it to

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.

son-in-la-

1

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

E

Idaho, lived

.

Your Name

Mn. Frrd R. Mi'mro. of P iiniHflP M R
"T tnlrn .wont
in v.t.i.pt 5 -- u us virunls my ra.'o and iu, ciiro. In Septem- r 1 was tul.cn with Tll,ihiul I'n.w. whii'h nut mo in rlriTirH'ij mm.
dition. I was in-.irun d"wn, wrwin ami vin rvduct'd to amerr.
uiiiU ttm. 1 had tried mast everything 1 could
prt lmt nothin? did nic
uny prood until, at. last, I was advised to try Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical
Discovery, and Pleasant Pellets.' which did. Hefore 1 had uwd one
little I saw a irreat improvement and ' when i had used this treatment
two months, usinir only a few vials of Pleasant Pellets.' 1 returned to
words to cxtiresa ...
perfect health.il I cannot rind
thankfulness for
1 oilui..
.... my
ftiia mnnHarfi
r n ir
nil ...i
tyimlinina
IciiKUre

g

Your country
calls you.
.,
Will you respond as did your patriot fathers, who gave their lives and fortunes to save this country from the domination of tyrant kings?
Will you respond now, in the old Spirit of 776, in the new Spirit of 1912, to save your
country
from the tyrant rule of corrupt political bosses?

(Read the Platform in full

disc-use-

$1!!,-00-

MEN AND WOMEN OF THE NEW ORDER:
your beloved America, the land of your future, and of your children's future

Anti-Trus-

le

s.

''tiB

Your Country Calls You!

Publicity as to hours of labor and conditions of employment.
Creation of Federal Department of
Labor.
Equal suffrage to men and women
alike.
Reform of legal procedure and judicial
method.
Abolition of Convict contract labor.
Program for Country Life and Labor
Betterment.
Larger National Powers to secure uniform laws.
Establishment of a Federal Industrial
A six-da-y
week.
Commission.
t
Fair compensation for Industrial acci- To strengthen the Sherman
law to stimulate and not strangle
dents, occupational disease and
death.
honest business.
Minimum wage limit for women.
Control of factors in Trust prices.
Extension of Industrial and Agricu- Swift Punishment
for big crimes
ltural Education.
against the public welfare.
Prohibition of Child Labor.
Disapproval of Aldrich Currency Bill.

the digested foods i.i the nlimcntnry canal pass through the
the cnnal into the hlood. Thin process is culled cbsorption and takes place
from the &mu!l intestine.
After tilv.orpium the hlood carries the food
the body, and each cell takes from the biood the food it needs. A pure
extract mude i.osn UooJroot, mamlruko, s,t(ino, queen's root and golden
ccnl anl sold by druggist! for tin past forty years unCur t'lc r.ama of Dr. Pierce's
Uolden Medical Discovery, ;ivej uniform! excellent re..t:!ts ai a tonio to help
!n the assimilation of tl.e food and in the
blood of tho food
absorption by
;t raqui.-cEradicate tin poisons from tjr: blood with this operative extract
which does not shrink the white blood corpu scles because
containing no alcohol cr
ih-iother injurious ingredients.
thj body can be built
.
This h a tonic taken from
up
strong to resist
Nature's gurdeo thnt builds up those weakened by disease.
Dr. Pierce, founder of (he InvalhV Hotel at Buffalo,
K.Y., baa received uuny letters similar to tho following :

-

bosses.

Some of the features of the Progressive Party Platform are:
The right of the people to rule.
The elimination of political bosses.
Condemns special interests in control
of government.
Full extension of Direct Primaries.
Stringent Corrupt Practices Act.
Publicity of Campaign Funds.
The Short Ballot, Initiative, Referendum and Recall.
Prevention of Industrial Accidents.
Protection from Overwork and underemployment

The liquids and

wall of
chiefly
through
glyceric

THE FORUM.

"We stand at Armageddon, and we bat-

tle for the Lord."

Hinman agreed with Mr. Bur- ford in the desirability of conserving
the wild game from slaughter, and he
believed the laws would be observed
if the public generally stood behind
them.
The committee appointed consists
of Miles W. Burford, O. V. Hinman
and B. F. Copp. Silver City Independent.
O. C.

HOW BLOOe IS MADE.

The first steps toward the systeA FAMOUS RANCH.
matic protection of the game and fish,
F. B. Mimao, Eatj.
i'iereo, as he curea when others fail."
which is already known as one of
That fruit will be the largest and
the attractions of the country tribu- - most staple crop within the next few
tary to Silver City, were taken at the years is the opinion of James G.
meeting of the chamber of commerce Stuart, proprietor of the famous El
on f riday evening last. The ques Manzanal apple orchard. Staggering
tion was quite thoroughly discussed results from a three years record has
and as a result of the strong senti- led Mr. Stuart to this opinion.
ment which was found to exist among
During the three years tiiat Mr.
the members that a more thorough Stuart has owned the orchard, he has To the Members of the New Mexico est, and seems to be serving to mili- Good Roads Association
tate against the building of good
system of protecting the fish and game kept a careful record of several trees.
I have been requested to call
a roads, rather than aiding in the form- should be inaugurated, a committee These trees have yielded in boxes per
was appointed which will go into tree. These apples sell for 11.50 a meeting of the association, to be held ation of a proper public opinion, as
every phase of the question and de- box, 50c of this amount being spent at Albuquerque, October !), 1912. Many to the necessity and expense incident
vise means of protecting the game. for production, taxes, expenses, etc., reasons not to be given in detail in to our highways. In my judgment, a
be appointed at
The chamber of commerce will assist leaving a balance of $le per acre peri this call, make it necessary and im- - committee should
be held once charged with the preparation of
the committee in every way, and will; year. This record is not for one tree peratlve tnat s,Ich a
bill to be submitted to the ensuing
support it in any legislation which it for one year, but several trees cover- Matters of vital importance to New
of our state legislature, re- in
Mexico
the
of
matter
transcontimay be considered desirable to secure. ing a period of three years.
all the public road and
nental
modeling
should
be
considered
highways,
Miles W. Burford laid the matter beThe El Manzanal contains "0 acres
t
These
fore the meoting very clearly and con- of commercial apples. In 1909 it at this meeting. The 'American Au- highway laws of his state.
matters
bo
should
discussed
at
the
factomobile
a
association,
powerful
He
said
that instances in yielded $8,000; in 1910, it yielded
cisely.
of the association and it is
which game had been ruthlessly
in 1911 the yield was $tfi,il00 and tor in good, roads building and select-in- meeting
highways, I hoped that every member will find it
slaughtered were only too common, this year's crop will probably equal. haveof transcontinental
been Informed, has taken off- convenient to be present, and that he,
and this included in almost every in- 1911. This orchard, together with
will also solicit the attendance of ev- stance violations of the game laws about 75 acres of other land, was pur- icial action eliminating New Mexico
good roads enthusiast in the com-and
ery
Arizona
from
routes
the
entirely
which laid the guilty persons open to chased for $15,000 in 190S. Today the
and highways to be used in
lnunity where he resides.
owner
Game
it
values
at $50,0on.
laws, however,
prosecution.
travel. This action, if true,
Outlined as above statetl, a meet ins
more than other laws perhaps could
Mesilla valley farmers are inereas- by so powerful an association, has be- of the association is imperatively tie-not be enforced unless they were fug fruit acreage rapidly. Some 400 come
a matter of great concern to all
and in accordance with the
backed by a strong local sentiment acres were planted last spring. As the
citizens, property owners and bus- request which has been preferred, is
which was lacking in this part of the land values increase tanners
must iness men of New Mexico and Ari- called to meet at
Albuquerque, New
country and which the chamber of plant the crops that yield the largest zona.
Mexico, at ten o'clock a. m. on Octocommerce could develop, The hunt- income per acre. The greatest proThe laws of New Mexico relative ber 9th, 1912.
ing must be considered one of the ducer so far as known is fruit, with to roads and
R. E. TWITCH ELL,
highways should be recountry's assets, and it was an im- the result that it is becoming more modeled in many particulars. The F. B. SOI I WENTKER,
President.
portant one in view of the fact that "opular than any other crop. Rio annual road tax is one of great inter- Secretary.
the citizens are making known the at- - Grande Republican.

1

Saved our country from
the tyranny of kings.

tractiveness of the climate and inducing easterners to come here. Even
those who could not hunt themselves
always liked to have something at
tractive to offer visiting friends. Mr.
Burford pointed out ceveral places in!
which he thought the laws ought to
be amended. It would he easy to get
the streams restocked from year to
year if the citizens took sufficient

FAGE SES EN

Stop-over-

s

allowed.

Remember the Low Summer
Tourist rates to California and return in effect until Sept 30th, 1912.

H. S. LUTZ

Santa Fe. N. M.

INTERVENTION

DO DELAY WILL

'half of the defendants can cause

e

present and former labor union
on a charge of conspiracy in
the carrying of dynamite and nitro- glycerine on passenger trains. Two
sets each of 50 veniremen have been
drawn from throughout Indiana for
the selection of a jury. The defense
is 'to be allowed a total of ten and
the prosecution a ,total of six per
emptory challenges.

IS

A

Busy Day

WITH US!

A convention
London,
tween Greece, Montenegro, Servia
and Bulgaria for joint action against
Turkey, according to the Sofia correspondent of the Times, is regarded as
a "fait accompli."
be-

Sept. 30.

MAKE THEM A LITTLE BUSIER
By 'Phoning Your Order

FOR QUALITY GROCERIES

(Continued from Page One.)

de-

lay," said United States District
Charles W. Miller as indicating
the government's readiness to begin
tomorrow the trial of the fifty-on-

EVERY DAY

IN

MEXICO DENIED.

BE TOLERATED NOW.
Indianapolis, Ind., Sept. 30. "Noth-- ;
ing less than the sudden Illness of-

" The Home of Quality Groceries "

THE PLAZA

ton: "Concerning the moving of
Mexican troops through Texas from
Eagle Pass to Del Rio and Marathon,
my adjutant general calls attention
to the fact that it will be a seventy
mile march over rough territory from
Marathon. I desire to withdraw my
consent for the passage of these
troops through Texas until I am advised more fully with reference to
their movement. This march of seventy miles through the territory refer
red to will invite difficulties which
I do not want to occur In Texas."
Atlantic City, N. J., Sept. 30. When
shown the Dix statement from Albany
on- th? gubernatorial controversy, Gov,
Woodrow Wilson showed both astonishment and surprise that there
were mentioned any personal letters
between himself and the New York
governor discussng the latter's administration. ;
Governor Wilson said he would
think it over and might have something to say tonight.

LOCAL ITEMS.

Market Co.

Fruits,

Groceries,

Vegetables, Meats,

West Side of Plaza

Oysters,

Poultry,

THE WEATHER.
Denver, Colo., Sept. 30. The X
forecast for New Mexico is cloudy
weather with showers tonight
or Tuesday, Warmer weather X
X
S in east portion Tuesday.

Bakery Goods, Etc.

IN TELEPHONING
The New Mexican, if your business

Have Added a Complete

Everything to
i

MONDAY, SEPT. 30, 1912.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

PAGE EIGHT,

A

F. ANDREWS

Phone 4

ll":

Line of

GROCERIES
Phone 4

To

their Stock of Meats
Give Us a Trial.

S. SPITZ,
THE

THE JEWELER.
HEADQUATERS FOR
HIGH-GRAD-

HAVE YOUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
WATCH wi'.l run without
oil or cleaning longer than
any other piece of machinery but it needs both occasion-

A

c
ally.
If you will consider that the rim of
the balance wheel travels over fifteen
miles a day, you will not grudge your
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning
bice a year. It will increase the
li e and accuracy of your watch.
Leave your watch with us
r.

1

44

PLAZA MARKET CO.

E

Watches
and
Clocks.

about advertising, subscriptions or
job work, please call up "31 W." If
you wish to speak to the editor or give
any news, please phone "31 J."
Is

includes postage.
Good Pictures and Vaudeville at
the Elks tonight. Prices, 10 and 13
cents.
For reliable electric work see
Sparks. Prices always reasonable,
service prompt.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. O. E. Scho-- ;
field, on Sunday, September 29, 1912,
a daughter, Helen Frances. Both
mother and babe are doing well.
Over 500 .People guessed correctly
that Zook' wojtl.d receive the Pin Ton
chocolates. "What a rush there was!
you if you take advantage of it.
Presentation. The Monte
Unique
Vista.. Journal Jells of an unusual ceremony; the presentation of diplomas

THE CLARENDuN GARDEN

Phone Black 12.

R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.

Fall Models
IN

One Geographer Stayed Over.
There is a local photographer Who Is
chuckling over the fact that he had
so many Interesting photographs that
one member of the geographical excursion decided to stay over looking
at them instead of going to "el Pueblo
de Tesuque." As a result the photographer has a crisp 110 bill and the
of
geographer a package of views
Indian life hard to get.
Pin Tons come in colors to harmonize with table decorations, cream
almonds, cream wafers, caramels,
fudge, 'buttermilk' and 'San Igual'
are some of the names given to Pin
'
Ton products.
New Mexico's
Genuine Jonathans,
finest apple, Winesaps, Grimes' Gold-ens- ,
Northern Spys and a dozen more
varieties. Extra fancy pack, $1.50 per
5C lb. box; choice pack, J1.25 per 50
lb. box. Seconds or cooking apples lc
per lb. We have sold our entire crop
to southern buyers, but will reserve
your order if you telephone us beforeOctober 5th. McCalliBter's Ranch, Teteuque.
We have sent out letters to our pa

trons announcing that after October
1st we shall expect to receive ,cash
for every laundry bundle delivered

UTESI

IK

HATS,
FEATHERS,
ETG

MISS A JIUGLER,
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.

yi

Stop and figure out
how much money you
would save if you cut
your fuel bills right in
two, and still doubled
the heating power of
your coal. The result
will be the strongest of
all arguments why you
ought to own a Wilson
Hot Blast Heater. It is
constructed upon en
tirely original prin
ciples, which are so
efficient
thoroughly
and practical as to
make the Wilson the
greatest heater in the
world. Chief among
these is the famous

Hot Blast
--v

v

f

all gases generated ar.
fij.1 through which

W fl V ft 1

burned, eliminating all waste.

Santa Fe Hardware

& Supply Co.

Parisian Corsets

Will be on display during

Parisian Opening Week,
Which Will Be Held September 30th to October 5th.
If You Could Only
See Yourself
in the Parisians corset

made specially for your
size and proportions, see
how this corset brings out
your good points, covers
up your weak ones, you
would realize how nearly
ideal your figure can be.

Parisians

(rsets

are made in 48 styles.
Come in and ask for the
style designed for your
type of figure.
These wonderful shaping corsets are surprisingly

low in price. 1.00, $2.00
and up.
They are guaranteed to

their good shape and
jtyle or you will receive a
bold

newcorsetwithout charge

SECRET of a Beautiful Figure is
Corset is the one that fits
waist but the entire figure as well.
wrong the most beautifully tailored gown

THE

the Corset. The
not merely the
If the Corset is

Al

will be wrong.

you can be sure of satisfactory wear from a Parisiana

Parisian Corsets
are the

Parisian Corsets
are the

'
f

Without Extra
Charge
Why take any risk when

Its good style and shape
are there to stay. We
guarantee it. If the stays
should break or the fabric
split you will receive a
new corset without charge.

pARISIANA,

Best and Make

GRSETS

GRSETS

an elegant figure and suit

wear longer than others

cost no more than ordinary
corsets ; 1 .00 and up.

YOU EXACTLY!

Come and see these
guaranteed corsets. Welcome whether you buy
or not.

Right Foundation
as they are made to fit the
ENTIRE FIGURE!

Guaranteed Corset

corset?

Ask for a Parisiana, the Guaranteed Corset
Don't be satisfied with
an ordinary corset. The
same money will buy a
Parisiana guaranteed to give
you satisfactory service and
to hold ito good sape and
style.

because the materials are
better; if they should prove defective in any way,
you will receive a new corset without charge.
We have a Parisiana in the right size and style
for you. Will you come in
to-da-

J
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FALL MILLINERY

WILSON

W. H. G. Co.
What is the difference between a
credit business and a business on a
cash basis? A credit business means

poor service, high prices, inefficient
worry and
inconvenience,
labor,
grief. A cash business means prompt
service, reasonable prices, efficient
and a
labor, a satisfied customer
cheerful merchant. All the difference
that there is between black and
white Don't forget the Santa Fe
Laundry next week.
See The Prize Package at the Elks
tonight. It's good.
Begins An interesting
Big Case
case, that of the state vs. William
Finn, charged with assault with intent
to kill was begun today before Judge
Abbott in the district court. Frank
Walker, the noted Navajo interpreter,
ia .translating,
and A. B. Renehan
the defendant, District
represents
Ira
Attorney Alexander Read and
Grimshaw are representing the state.
Distilled Water and no other is
used in our Soda Fountain. Zook's
Pharmacy.
There will be a meeting of the executive board of the New Mexico
Federation of Women's Clubs in Alin the
buquerque October
Woman's club building commencing
at 9 o'clock pn the morning of October 9th. All members are urged to be
present as much important business
will come before the board for consideration. Laura Wilson Johnson,
President.

In our business, our heaviest expenses
such as payroll, etc., must be met
every week and for this reason our
business must be a cash business. We
trust that our patrons will understand
our position In this matter and in or
der to insure the prompt and certain
delivery of their laundry that they
will be prepared to pay the driver
eery week. The Santa Fe Electric
Laundry.
The Craziest Act in Vaudeville at
the Elks tonight. Prices 10 and 15
cents.

1
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FLOWERS

The Newest

'

Round Oak Stoves and Ranges at
GOEBELS.
Just $2 Per The 1912 Laws of New
Mexico are in print and the copies
may be had for $2 each. This fee.

Even if the Frost Did Come We Still Have

Time Pieces That Ar
Reliable."

to business college graduates by Dr.
Findley at the Christian church. The
pupils were students of Mrs. Norton's
shorthand school.
KASNER KAR auto lor hire. Phone
141 J.
There is nothing in the shoe line
that is worth having but that you can
get at John Pfluegers. Here you can
get the fit in the style that you prefer and it will all be done by those
who know how, who make a study of
your very needs.
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for rem.
The Hnest rooms In the city, having
all modern
conveniences, including
electric light, steam heat and batha.
The European Hotel, centrally located. State Progressive Headquarters in the hotel.
A Real Orpheum Act at the Elks
tonight. Don't miss it.
' Does Not Play Cards Prof. J. A.
Wood sent the New Mexican' the folLaura
"Miss
lowing statement:
Wood did not attend the 'Bridge Par
ty" for teachers given by Miss Abbott
last Saturday as was stated in the
under 'Society.' She
New Mexican
was not invited and would not have
gone if she had been invited."
Aristocracy exists in this country
it Is a sweet meat aristocracy called
"Pin Ton's confections for the fastidious."
He is a Booster "I came to Santa
Ft suffering with gout, rheumatism,
catarrh and that worn-ou- t
feeling. I
feel splendidly now," says Professor
Norton of the Santa Fe Business Col-- j
lege.. The professor says he has dis
covered there Is no use in killing
one's self to make a living and he intends to stay in this splendid climate
for a long time to live a long life.
Get That Little Wrinkle Tailored
Out, if ironed out, it will come back,
and is a poor substitute for the
feeling that comes from
wearing a garment made to individual measurement by our Tailors. The

y?

NATHAN SALMON
1

